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Atlantic
TEN PER CENT, Double Exposure
Seieoul
NICE B SLOW, Jesse Green
Scepter
1'M GONNA LET MY HEART DO THE WALKING. The Supreme*
Motown
LOVE TRILOGY. Donna Summer
Oasis
LOVE CHANT, Ell's Sécond Coming
Silver Blue Records
TAKE A LITTLE. Liquid Pleasure
Midland Intl
HEAVEN MUST BE MISSING AN ANGEL. Tavares
Capitol
GIVE A BROKEN HEART A BREAK
HAPPY MAN, Demon Harris
ATCO
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TROUBLE MAKER /LOVER POWER. Roberta Kelly
Oeeis
LOVE HANGOVER, Diana Ross
Motown
DESPERATELY, Berrebee
Atco
I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME. Jimmy B The Vagabonds
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ALWAYS THERE. Side Effects
Pantry
FOR
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THE MONEY, W hispen
Soul Train
MOVING IN ALL DIRECTIONS. People'3 Choice
TSOP
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Mercury
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Numb,* GARY: ROMANCE
TOUR ON?
OFF
O160T 6411

NEWS

EDITOR: ROSALIND RUSSELL

GARY GLITTER'S
romance with hairdresser Mary Medalee is soft Gary
gave up his career

ALICE
BACK IN

earlier this year,

saying he wanted to
give his life with
Mary a chance. His
previous marriage
had broken down
and his former wife
has now remarried.

ACTION

Meanwhile, offers have

ALICE COOPER has formed a new band and has a new
single and album released In July. The new band is
rated The Hollywood Vampire Orchestra and Is made
up of session musicians and people from the
Nightmare' tour. The producer will be Bob Eerin, who
was Involved in Alice's biggest hits.
The single, titled 'I
Alice will tour with the
Never Cry', Is out on July
new band through the
9. It Is from the album,
Summer,
In Canada and
out on July 2, titled 'Alice
the States. He plans a
Cooper Goes lb Hell'.
British visit in late July,
Alice describes the new
but only for promotion.
album as an extension of
No live dates are
the 'Welcome To My
planned.
Nightmare' album.

u '```
.1
,

l
r,

back to the music

business.
Record Mirror under:
stands that dates may be
set up for Gary before the
end of the year If he
agrees to return.

Good time
Guys 'n' Dolls

.

Franklin Gardens (July

1), Landon River Plate

House (2), Nuneaton
Brancar Barracks (3),
Ryde (Isle Of Wight)

_

Carousel Club (81, Hast
Ings Pler Pavilion (91,
Blackburn Mecca (10).
East Grinstead Felbrtdge
Hotel (15) and Guildford
Mecca (161.
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MANFRED MANN'S

Earth Band are among

the

,

-

Reading Festival on
August Bank Holiday
weekend. Also booked
are Camel, Sutherland
Brothers and Quiver

II and Bran
Other groups who
were previously an

Colosseum

X.

LIVERPOOL GROUP

The Real Thing, currently
In the charts, are to
headline a special concert

at Liverpool Stadium on
July 17. They will be
supported by Disco Tex.
The show will also be
presented at Cardiff
Capitol Theatre on July

beenchanges
banein
couplemade

i

band'ss CurreentntBritish

lour.

An addition Is Great

Yarmouth Tiffany's Ball room on July 15. The

concert at Warrington
Lion Hotel has been
brought forward from
and July 11, and
the show at Sunderland

July

18

Annabelle's on July
has been cancelled.

16

After the tour the group
to America for a lO day
F romotional visit.

G BAND
THE C BAND have
added an extra concert

The band had two of

their guitars stolen

\)

from a dressing room
at the New Theatre in

Hull

a

few weeks ago.

1965 white Fender
Precision, registration
L 32287; and a cherry
A

red

Gibson SG, No
If you can help

898933.

with their, return,

j
DAVID ESSEX

..

G166Y STONE
and her' breathtaking new 5incjle

Gone but not forgotten
F13b4b

DECCII

al on June 27.

r

finishes at Madison

Square Gardens. Connolly has just released a
new single 'No Chance
INo Chatge Y.

at

Norwich Theatre Roy-

Connolly's chance With Elton
leaves for the States later
this month to join Elton
John on all but three
dates there. The tour

their tour,

to

-

BILLY CONNOLLY

EXTRA

-

contact Bell Records

on 01-491 3870.

new names an
for this year's

nounCed

GARY GLITTER: in happier days with Mary Medalee

DAVID ESSEX is to star In the rock version of War Of
The Worlds'. It will be produced by Jeff Wayne.. The
news of which was first announced In
musical
will first
Record Mirror at the end of last year
appear on a double album In the late Summer. Wayne
has already produced three albums for Essex.
Richard Burton Is also expected to take a part In the
musical. On record, he plays the part of 'The Warrior'.
Essex will play the Artillery Man.
he
This marks a return for Essex to the theatre
previously appeared In 'Godepell'. The album was
recorded In Las Angeles.

FOR GOOD
CONTARY TO previous
reports DJ Emperor
Hoako Is not quitting
Britain for good. He plans
to return to America N
October or November for
a few months to be with
his sick father, Hollywood
film producer, Joe Pas.
ternak. However, he
Intends to return to
Britain during the early
partof next year.
Meanwhile, Rosko
Unties with his nationwide
rgad show. Dales are:

(28), Northampton

.'

.

Essex stage comeback

REAL THING SPECIAL

A

Ca

QUITTING

Bournemouth Cardinal
Club (June 24), Birmingham University (25),
Cirencester Corn Hall

..

ALICE COOPER: new single, album and band

19.

IJ

Brown, head of Ram and
a personal friend to Gary,
has already said that he
would like Gary to come

TONY MACAULEY, song
writer and producer.. Is
to produce Guys 'N'
Dolls. His first, record
with the group comes out
on July 9. Written by
MaCauley, It's called 'If
Only For The Good
Times'
At the end of August the
group will star in their
own hour long TV special
and In October they start
their first major British

-

-

Y

been pouring in from all
over the world for Gary to
come back to tour, Ray

tour.
$

ti

ROSKO NOT

pounced Include Gong,
Supercharge and Black
Oak Arkansas.
Advance weekend tickets are now on sale at
L5.95, a saving of one
pound on the weekend
admission price. Appll
cations must be by post
only before July 7 when
further names will be
added to the bill.
The tickets, which

Include VAT, camping
and car parking, are
available from the Na
Clonal Jazz Festival Lid,
Special Ticket Offer, PO
Box 4SQ, London WIA
48Q. Only cheques and
postal orders can be

accepted and they should
be crossed and made
payable to the National
Jazz Festival Ltd. A
stamped addressed rove

lope should
Included,

also

be
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Wurzels reap reward

t`

t0

ls

I

HOT CHOCOLATE
WHIP IT UP

JOHN ROSSALL

Nationwide Tour

Ex G Band

-

(741
iL'

25 towns

HOT CHOCOLATE whose current single Is
'Man To Man' are to headline a nationwide
tour covering 25 towns In the Autumn. The
tour starts on September 22 at Croydon

-I

16

EX G HAND member
John Rossall has signed
to 20th Century records
and has a new single

Further dates are: Wolverhampton Civic Hall (23),

Manchester Palace
Theatre (24), Great

Peterbórough ABC (17),
Brighton Dome (18) and
Hammersmith Odeon
(20).

Guildhall
WURZELS' single 'Combine Harvester' Portsmouth
Leicester De Monfinally reaps in the rewards of success. The band (29),
were invited to attend the Bath and West Show in tfort Hall (30).
They continue at:
Shepton Mallet recently to present a cup to the
Capitol Theatre
winning tug o' war team. Girls fiom the Coates' Aberdeen
2), Glasgow
cider stand presented bottles of scrumpy to the (October
Apollo
(3). Carlisle
Wurzels.
Market Hall (4), Birmingham Hippodrome (5),

Chart Buster's

t

Yarmouth

ABC (26),
Ipswich Gaumonl (28),
Hanley Victoria Hall (27),
Hull, City Hall (28),

THE

Electric Laser bail
HAD an unexpected change of programme at the

weekend when they appeared at the London New
Victoria. The Greater London Council banned them
from using the laser beam as part of the lights during
their show, saying that the lights were dangerous.
ELO, who have used the lights throughout their
British tour and on 68 dates In America, had to go

without them.

Bournemouth Winter
Gardens (8), Cardiff
Capitol Theatre (9).
Taunton

Odeon

(10),

Paignton Festival

Theatre (11), Bristol

Colston Hall (12), Oxford
New Theatre (131, Newcastle City Hall ((14),

Sheffield City Hall (I6).
Liverpool Empire (18),

big concert
BUSTER ARE

J

solo single

Fairfield Hall.

Y

E1,O

04.

released. Rossall, who
brought out a solo single
with Bell after his spilt
from the band, wrote
several of their big hits

Including '.Angel Face'
and 'Just For You'.

His new single with Nth
Century Is titled at's No
Use You Telling Me No'

-

and will be out In a couple
of weeks' time. He is also
getting a new band
together under the work.
log title of Rosa all.

0

play
their first big concert
since they went into the
charts with their single
'Sunday', at the Merseyside New Brighton Floral
Pavilion on July 2.
The band
Pete Leahy
(17), Rob Fennah (17),
Kevin Roberts (18) and
Les Brlans (18) -la
currently working on It's
first album The single Is
about to be released In the
to

d.

-

US

tour

THIN LIZZY have

been

fórced to cancel the Ian

dales of their

six

American tour as bass
player. Phil Lynott has
been struck by sudden
Illness.
Phil was taken W In
Columbus, Ohio with a
mystery In (cotton _and
was rushed home to
Britain to hospital In
Manchester where he Is
expected to remain for 10
days.
However he Is expected
to be nt to time to play in a
one-off ,concert at Hammersmith Odeon on July

States.

Bolan boogies with six dates
MARC BOLAN, currently In the charts with
his single, 'I Love To Boogie', has
announced plans to play a short series of
concerts in London.
However, it seems that his dream of playing 'four or
five nights at the New Victoria' will not happen within
the next six weeks as planned. It is unlikely he wtll.do
any shows In the immediate future.

tizzy cancel

)
HOT CHOCOLATE: headliners

11.

Quo: Kings of the Castle
STATUS QUO are to headline the bill of this
years' concert at Cardiff Castle on July 24.
The first concert of its
kind was held last year,

when 1Occ and Steeleye
Span appeared. Profits
from the event will go
towards the upkeep of the

castle.
Tickets will be available as from next Monday.
price C3.50. They can be
bought in all Virgin shops
and other selected record
stores in Wales, Or by
post, send a stamped,

MARC BOLAN: six London concerts

addressed envelope to
Cardiff Castle, Box 10,
Cardiff.
Other names for the
show will be announced
next week.

American
Parliament
for Britain
BAND Parliament, N
the American charts with
their single 'Tear The
Roof Off The Sucker'., are
due in to Britain later this
year. Plans are going

14'

.4

US

Distributed by:

SPOTUGHT MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTION LTD
SPOTUGHT HOUSE, 1 BENWELL ROAD,LONDON N77AX

i

I,

7

STATUS QUO; headliners at Cardiff Castle

r

ahead for the band to
appear live, either at the
end of this year or the

Victoria Theatre

CARTOONIST

Rosalind Russel

MANAGING DIRECTOR

J. Edward Oliver

ASSISTANT EDITOR

Jack Hutton

CHIEF SUBEDITOR
Derek Canty
EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Mike Sharman

~Iles

David Hancock
David Wright
David Brown
Adam Cummings
US CORRESPONDENTS
Stephen Morley I New York
Fred Bronson (California) l

ADVERTISEMENT DIRECTOR

Parliament, led by

George Clinton, are
reputed to be one of the
hottest black acts in the
States at the moment

Their album, 'Mothershlp
Connection' is in the US
charts and Is also out in
this country on the
Casablanca label

Peter Wilkinson

C

released last
Friday. ahead of
was

schedule. The album is
the firs: which the band

have written and

The Martin Ford Orehes.
tra, who have played
with the Rolling Stones,
are eurrenUy working
with Elton Jdhn on his

Alan Donaldson

TELEPHONE SALES MANAGER
Eddie Fitzgerald

new album.

TheSensational Alex

Harvey Band are to co.

A

Tel:

The Rubette's new album
'Sign Of The Times,'

produced.

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER

01 607 6411

GEORGE CLINTON:

Parliament

of

on

was filmed by
Mike Mansfield for
London Weekend Tele
vision. The 40 mtnuls

June

beginning of next.
EDITOR
SUEBYROM

--

headline with Chuck
Berry at the Turku
festival In Finland on
August 2.

20

special will be shown on
July 30 and will M

Harp-o, whose last single,
'Movie Star' reached
the Top 20, has a new
single released on July
2, called 'Horoscope'

The Isley Brothers'
album, 'Harvest For
The World', has gone
Gold In the States.

Twiggy's first single
release has been
. brought
forward a
week
'Here I Go

Again' will now be out
July 9
Elton John's live album,
'Mere And There' has
gone Sliver in Britain
ólertrle Light Orehes
tra'e concert at the New
on

broadcast eimultaneouely by Capital

Radio In stereo.
Richard has been
signed to Elton John s

(11f1

Rocket label in Amer
lce- Cliff leaves for the

States in

July

19

promote his album., I tp
Nearly Famous' 6 d

the

single,

Woman'.
Marmalade have
remaining datOs fort

lht
`

month,

at:

f

Bury

Edmunds Corn

change (June
Leeds University

and Hertford Bad'
Park College 628)
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June 27 -July 3
Wakefield Theatre Club
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July 8-10
Barnstable Chequers Club
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July 25-31
July 11-17
Bunny Club
Tavern
Cleethorpes
Purfleet Circus
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DIVORCE
FOR

,qG

310

DIANA

planned five-day musical
festival at the Capitol
Centre. located In Landover, Maryland, a few
miles from Washington.
Other acts already signed
to perform are Neil
Sedaka, Roberta Flack,
War, Ray Charles, Jerry
Reid, Toni T, Hall and
Melanie. Bill Cosby will
MC part of the show, and
the producers are hoping
to sign other major acts.
The Centre has a capacity
of 20,000.

DIANA'

ROSS has filed for divorce from
husband Robert Silberstein. The couple
have been married for three years and have

three daughters.

Diana's manager said the couple are still "friendly. "
The children will remain a ith Diana, who is currently
performing a t the Palace Theatre In New York City.

Stones cancel mini tour
THE ROLLING STONES'
visas and work permits
for their US tour are
waiting at the American
Embassy In Parts

but

they won't

be needed. The group has

cancelled their proposed
mini -tour of the States
because of exhaustion
following their European
tour The American trip
was to have Included
outdoor performances In

MARC BOLAN is back. 'flw Bopping

DIANA ROSS

***

NEIL DIAMOND has
rented a stage al

major cities, including a
bicentennial affair in Los

be made into a
Broadway play for the

***

1977-78 season.

BARRY MANILOW'S

three female back-up

singers, known as Lady
Flash, have signed a
recording contract with
RSO Records. They will
be produced by Manllow
and Ron Dante (lead
singer on The Archies'
'Sugar Sugar'). The trio
will be the opening act for
Manilow's upcoming dl.
clty tour of the States, and
will guest on his television
special this Autumn

Paramount Studios in

Angeles on July 4. The
Stones now plan to tour
America in the Autumn,
and will Include shows in
Mexico and South Amer-

Hollywood to rehearse his

upcoming Las Vegas
show. Ticket demand has
been so great, two more
shows have been added
for late July 9 and July 5.
The same prices prevail:
twenty dollars and thirty

ica. marking their Latin
American debut.

***
HELEN REDDY is the
latest addition to the

will

,

***

SUPREMES (Mary
Wilson, Scherrle Payne
and Susaye Green) are
already In the studio
recording the follow-up
LP to 'High Energy'.
They just completed a
five-day stand at Magic
Mountain, an amusement
park 20 miles North of Los
TIIH'.

dollars, making it the
most expensive concert In
memory. Diamond's new Angeles.
album, 'Beautiful Noise',
FRED BRONSON

-

.
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THE self-confessed
originator of punk
rock has looked

around, quietly

gazed the charts and

strike

decided to

hard.
This time he's run
for home with what
looks like being his
.

biggest success

since the hey -day.
And if you want to

it's

know why-,

'I Love To Boogie' sees
another change for Marc
Bolan even If some tired
cynics do think It's a
reversal to the third
incarnation (or was It
fourth)
One thing's for sure:
the guy who walks Into
Studio B of a London
photographer wears pinstripe trousers and has
had his hair cut.
Even with the make-up
out the window, a dose of
food poisoning and a
hangover, he's still on top
form Immediately order.
Mg two bottles of cold
Just when you think you
have cracked the
mystery of what really
happened to the teenage
may

dream the

i

Mks

i

fabulous

Gloria Jones walks down
the stairs wearing a sliver
paper jumpsuit.
.

Wow! The scene is set:
the film's in the camera
and the shutter's clicking

furiously,
"They've made me a
socialite and I've only
been totwo parties In the

nT

last five years', he

confides.
Anyway when you get
down to It the glam and
gilt have gone because
Marc now reckons it's all
in the eyes, all in the
psyche.
"I don't need props
anymore. I've changed

from a leopard to a tiger,
a leopard can't change his spots so I've gone to a

tiger which musically

Agfa SFD cassette tape
Lower noise. 10% liss background noise
than ordinary low noise tapes.
Improved output and range. Gives you
more of the sounds you like
Reduced distortion.Sounds now sound
clearer.
Better mechanics. Less chance of
jamm)ng and easier. more accuratewinding:
More minutes for your money. 3 more
nimutes on each side of the C60 and C90.

Now doesn't that sound
like something to improve
your recordings.

Lr11Lt

016

SUPER
FERRO DYNAMIC
SMj
STAcassette

means I've got back to my

basic Rock 'n' Roll."
Sipping the Chablis and
getting more factual he
continues: "I spent so
much time working on
Gloria's stuff I'd forgotten about 7 Rex so when
we got back to play
together again It was very
baste. Musically we did
two days of jams just to
get the fingers working.
"Then I went out and

(or

bought nine rockabllly
albums 'cos that's what
started out as. 'Ride A
1

White Swan' was nicked

from Ricky Nelson",
says In all honesty.

he

"It's

James Burton guitar
Ilek. "
But Marc won't admit
to being on the wrong
track with 'London Boys'
and blames the radio for
a

not playing It. "It should
have been Top Five I
think it was great but
maybe It was wrong for

that time. "
Nor does he admit that
'Boogie' U a return to his
old style as a way of

because Bolan's got
back to being raw.

wine.

SOUNDIVIE,

of

whatever he's nicknamed) is once mere
universal. He's no longer just a London boy.
No, now it's a wider message that Marc, of all
things, loves to boogie.

mar

7

Four faces of Bolan
from 1973tó 1976

1

L.
3

-_ -.
t

making a sure-11re hit and
getting a bit of money.
"In reality Tm not as
commercially conscious
as everyone thinks I'm
man. 'I
Love To Boogie' was
written in 10 minutes in
not a business

the studio after putting

together those nine.
roackabilly albums In my

head. 'Hot Love' 1 did the
same The middle eight's

from 'Heartbreak Hotel'.
"If I was as shrewd as
everyone says I am I
would have made 'I Love
To Boogie' years ago.
"I do what I think is
right and the only record I
regret putting out Is 'Zip
Gun Boogie' which was a

contractual

corn -

-

mlttment. t hated it."
tnd as for mixing well
Marc doesn't bother with
that anymore.
'This album will be so
raw even I don't believe
it", he laughs. "I'm
reconsidering it because
It's so raw. It sounds like

'Electric Warrior' but 11
has so much more energy
and lyrically It's very
suggestive In every way
politically and men-

-tally."

Now the most colourful
and certainly the only
real superstar still based

In Britain (sorry Paul) Is
getting Into his stride.
Hls-musfcal contemporarles and good friends
are David Bowie and Cat

J
j

Stevens. At one time they
approached Decca to
make a record together
but were turned down,
Imagine If they hadn't
been.
He's in the unique
position of having been
both a rock Innovator
('Deborah') and a teeny Idol ('Hot Love')
France has Just released
a double album of his
greatest hits.
bop

"I'm last generation

the limelight.

"If

I

hadn't gone away

for two years I'd have got
caught In the death throes
of glam rock. To be a

creative productive artiste and last as long as 1
have and David (Bowie)
you have to be on the ball
all the lime.

"Guitarists I can get
you a million. There are
ones outside that can wipe

'n' Roll", Is how out Jlmi Hendrix just like
Marc Bolan describes that", he says clicking his
himself. "And I'm in the fingers. "They're all
position now where the dynamite, fantastic, but

Rock

Stones were In 1970."
He has a point when he
says It's a sad state of

affairs that no great
British star has emerged
since himself and Howie.
As more wine gurgles
Into the glass Marc

explains' that within six
weeks he is planning to
play a serles of concerts

in London and negotiations are underway at the

d

and then France and
generally keeping out of

momenL
He also wants to
supplement T Rex with
two other guitarists and Is
auditioning like crazy.
"I'm going to do the
raunchiest stuff you've
heard In your whole life. I,
don't know what I'll be
playing, I'll Just get up
there. "
The fact that this
controversial figure can
still "get up there" and Is
still having hit records is
testimony to a well
planned move he made a
couple of years ago by
living _first, in America

you get me one that can

write

a

song like

'Changes' or 'New York
City'. It's easy to play but

to create

harder."

Is

much

The last major piece of

creativity came with
'Futuristic Dragon'

which Marc says cost him
(70,000 to make and
although it only got to No
30

in the charts sold as

many as his firs( album
'My People Were Fair

.' which hit the No 2
spot
"There are quite a few

things on that album that
like very much. I'm
especially proud of 'All

rushes Into the room and

announces' "Someone's
stolen our gas cap.

"

"Not my hub cap
diamond star halo", says
Marc In mock alarm

"No your gas cap."
Everybody cracks up

and the conversation
moves on.
.

Although he sees his
British fans as the most
important, Marc was
booked to play on the
West coast of America
late last year where his
following is still fairly
underground He's affec-

tionately remembered

there for the days with
Tyrannosaurus Rex.
Unfortunately he had to

blow

it out. Bolan

explains:
"We filled the Long
Beach Arena which holds
17.000

people

and

had

Blue Oyster Cult supporting and it's the only time
In my life I couldn't sing a
note.

"Randy Newman's old
man's doctor, and has

just been treating Rod's

throat. Ele told me if I
sang, I'd never be able to
sing again. My throat
was bleeding. But the

point is we drew 17,000
people so the American
scene Is OK.
"I've been considering
going back over there but
my British audience Is the
most Important because
they stuck by me from
'Deborah' onwards and
that's Important to me
"I'd go back to playing
folk clubs If I had to
because success to me Is
not that important Don't
make the mistake of
thinking I've gone over
the edge because I've
come up through the
abyss In the middle and
I'm on the other side
"I've just got Into Lou
Reed for the first time. "

But back to America.

The fashionable music In
the New World at the

moment with

the

Ra-

mones and the Runaways
is classic punk rock.

It

sounds like the lime Is
right for Marc to really
break there.

was the
"Listen
originator of punk rock",
he says. "We had a big
sign on the Strip that
read: 'The Cosmic Punk
Comes' and noose got IL
"Rut if I release 'I Love
1

To Bangle' In the States
it'll be Top Five. I
haven't been able to
release records there for
the last two years because
of what's known as

'contractual problems.'
I've only had two shgles

out In the States and they
were both hits
"If we go over there
we'll clean up", he says
con fidenUy.

And dl's confidence that
marks the new Bolan
who's back in no
uncertain way. He loves
to boogie all right, as he
munches through Peking
Duck In a King's Road
restaurant before dash,

for another

trig off

Interview.
"Hey would you like my
tie", he says taking the
Italian silk from round his

loll

neck. Good
It? It's
got a lyre on the front.
You can have It.
"By the way, guess
who's my favourite group

In

the world",
"TRex?" ' '

continues.

he

"No, The Flamin'

Crony les. "

1

Alone'

but

I

wasn't

fashionable at the time.
"I've been fashionable
and unfashionable seven
times but ll doesn't bother

me because I'm still here.
I'm fashionable now
because I'm making an
effort to communicate
which I haven't made
over the last two years."
The lack of communicatlon stems from his

by

David
Hancock

breakaway from produc-

er Tony Visconti and his"
subsequent full production jobs with lots of
overdubs. He acknowledges that towards the
end with Visconti he was
going down but it was
Marc's own fault because
he had run out of energy.
Things got better and
he had a bigger hit with
the level production of
'New York City', Now the

'4

N,.
a

1
FI

,

-

$
Óg

',V

production

has gone
really sparse.
But before Marc can
comment Gloria (who has
been parking the Mini)

meal

R
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THE HEAVY Metal Kids are about to be 're
valued', 'discovered'
call It what you
will. The Klds are signed to pop chart
maestro and producer Mlckie Most and
their first single for him, 'She's No Angel',
hit 57. They have another out July 2 called
'From Heaven To Hell And Back Again'.

-

confides later they had to

"But the real proof
happened with a pow
erhouse set of rock at

cut

set seems to be
going so fast you wonder
who'll be the first to spin
off the edge as Holton

changes into a black
leather Jacket for 'She's
No Angel, with its higher
than high energy and
type
almost Booker T
organ from John Sinclair,
It's topped only by their
famous The (.,bps Are
Coming' with its shades of
Seventies Gothic rock
letting everyone solo
without getting self indulgent.

supporting Urlah Beep on
a European tour and
they're storming It.
Front man Gary Holton
spent most of his life in

showbusiness having

started as what he calls 'a
snotty child actor' at the
age of 11.
The difference Is that
now he 'plays' the part of

.13

snotty actor, and Is
always ready to be the
a

fool.
The Circus Krone is

-

3,000

circus

ale

German

-version

efficient

of the

-

Roundhouse. Posters,
chlllums, badges, albums

DAVID HANCOCK
reports from the
Circus Krone, '
Muñich1 where
The Hb,vy Metal
Kids a currently 'r
tourinl
I

all the pop paraphenalla are lined up In
neat rows.
Except for their punchy
rock style there's nothing
that neat about the Heavy
Metal Kids.
Holton Is aggressive
from the start, Jumping
on the drum platform,
sneering at the audience
as the band beat out the
music making you feel
privileged to watch them.
and

^' /.:

\
N
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Jeff Beck," announces
the confident Holton

"Mickle Most doesn't

us," adds the
generous Gary. "he's a
millionaire. But he wants
to make a reputation as a
producer Instead of Just
need

being associated with
people like SuziQuatro."
Holton has nothing but
praise after the show. He
rates Most as having the
best 'ear' In the business
This heavy metal punk
reckons the boom for
teenybop groups Is over.
"You've Just got to go
straight out there and
whack them right between the eyes,"

tongue- wagging rock.

The control is Captured
as Gary goes Into his Brat

clothing

of many

changes. This time it's

"'e.,

k

-

`.

j.......

°p

re

a

shirt with billowing
arms and the black bow

lie round hisbMeal k.
The Heavy Metal Kids'
'show Is break -neck pace

-

and

though

nearing completion.

"It's the best thing he's
done since his work with

beer he spits out on the
stage. This Is vibrant

.....

li

Is

1

.;

top

Backstage he's

pleased, the sound was
good. He's also pleased
about the set up with Most
and says their new album

'Holiday Inn' (an Ironic
title 'cos that's the hotel
they're staying In has
Holton running, Jumping,
shaking and drinking

'

Is the star even
wearing a long raincoat.
The arrogance his stage
presence emits makes
Gary one of the most
communicative singers
around, There Is no doubt
this boy Is on his way to

Holton

the

Spits

o

L''

Holton

Moulding a I3rother'hood

f

1

SHEPHERD'S BUSH seem. hardly the
But
place for a pop star to honeymoon.
that's what it came to this week when
Man
Nicky Stevens from Brotherhood Of
got hitched.
And it's the price you have to pay for
having two singles in the chart at the sane
time.
As soon as they saw their British million
seller 'Save Your Kisses. For Me' moving
The

similar

-

is an

Immediate hit and there's
the inevitable 'Top Of The
Pops' appearance filmed,
at the television centre In,
you guessed It, Shepherd'sBash.
"But we are definitely
getting a break Just as
soon as we've finished
recording our spot on this
show," says Nicky In her

lilting Welsh accent.

It'll

mean a week In

Switzerland for Nlcky:
Ibiza for Lee Sheriden;
Greece for Martin Lee
and Malta for Sandra
Stevens.

"I'd like to think

Not that foreign travel

"There's

song contest

But Brotherhood Of
Man haven't forgotten It,

they were

seasoned travellers.
They had a mllllbn
seller all over Europe
with 'Islas Me Kiss You

told us exactly where our
bag Is and what they want
to hear," says the
mustachioed Martin.
"They want to hear a
very easy listening type
music and there's room

for everything. Easy

listening has sold us over
a million In this country,
which is unbelievable,
and we moulded the
follow - up in respect to
that. We just hope we
haven't let people down
too much.

-

ISM

restates Martin,

having

hit the Number

One spot

in eight

countries and sold more

"We'll change as we
If the public put
'Rosalie' at Number One
for four weeks then we'll
know what they want
something different again
but In the same mould.. "
Arid the Brttlsh will be
able to see Brotherhood
Of Man when they play at
Douglas Isle Of Man after
need to.

a whole big

If the public put
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN:
'Rosalie" et Number One for four weeks then we 7/
know whet they went.

by David Hancock

i^

inevitable round

of
European dates in East
Germany, France, Norway and Finland.
If you thought that was
enough

to keep anyone

exhausted, look out Cos
here comes America.

'Save Your Kisses'

Is

zooming up those Yankee

charts.

we've

Broth-

sound. The people have

"But at the same time
the other artists like the
Les Humphries singers
are even bigger abroad,"
Continues Sandra.
world out there and
people tend to forget IL"

a

erhood Of Man type

Baby' which was released
before 'Save Your Kisses'. So by the time they
took the stage at The
Hague, their faces were
already very well k nown
"I think that did help us
a lot," confirms Martin
Lee "People knew
exactly who we were and
they'd heard of us, but of
course It can't sway
anybody if the song's no

is in anyway new to this
Eons-qua rteL Even before they won the fabled

similarity,

established

sounding

'My Sweet Rosalie'

than five million copies of
'Save Your Kisses' worldwide.
They're hoping to do it
again with 'My Sweet
Rosalie' which sounds
like a cross between 'Tie
A Yellow Ribbon' and
their last release
and
what's more they own up
to the

down, the group thought they could take it
easy. Of course they were wrong.
1

Punk

a

capacity permanent
an

their short holiday.

But then comes the

for

me

currently

are

band

minutes

s0

Germany you can't tell.

Munich's Circus Krone.
The charismatic punk
was on top form. The

But U success has
turned Brotherhood Of
Man into a global

attraction It has also

endeared them to an ever
- widening age group as
well And that's brought
about a problem.
While their middle aged fans can see them In
nightclubs, what's happening to the younger
ones who are under age?
"We're trying to get

over that," explains
Martin," by holding
Sunday concerts which
the ABC orga ruse tion has
just started. We did two

sell

- out shows in
Blackpool recently It's
quite something appealIns to such a diverse age
group and we love it "

So they should
The
idea of the "brotherhood
man" Is to bring all
people together, and these
days their music seems to

of

doing It more
positively than anyone
be

else.
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You're the best friend

That I ever had
I've been with you such-a long time

á

You're my sunshine

And I want you to know

That my feelings are true
I

really love you

You're my best friend..

00
YOU'

FRIEND

B

Due to continuous airplay and public demand, QUEEN release
their new sing1e"Youre my best friend" b/w"39"on June 18th.
Lyncs O 1975

B

Feldman

Et

EMI 2494

Co, TEAS Trident Music

,,..w...wt

1E5

10,
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IF THE name Nobby Clark doesn't ring a bell for you, then
you probably weren't In love with the Bay City Rollers in the
early Seventies.
Nobby used to be lead singer with the tartan loverboys long
before Les McKeown started gyrating his svelte pelvis up
front.

I/ {

But he quit the band in 1974 and now, two years on, he's hoping to hit the top
with a self composed summertime sound (on which he plays acoustic
guitar )'Steady Love', released by CBS this week.
Before meeting Nobby,

the vivid picture In my
mind's eye was that o(a

I

Roller
Rides

r`

well - groomed Bonnie
Prince Charming figure
teeth ¢gleaming, hair
neatly cut and layered, a
dash of patriotic tartan
'
sewn to his backside.
NOBBY & ALAN: too commercla sea
"It's the first thing I've
But no, (thank goodness), Nobby
worked on and written
wasn't like that,at all, He comes to
since I split from
myself
the interview nicely scruffy Is tight
the band," he explains,
faded Levis and a skinny sweater:
knocked out
really
"I'm
days
his chin marking unshaven
with it, It's really good.
with a ?o'clock shadow.
we'll get
hoping
Now
I'm
is
Love'
new
single,
'Steady
The
"I wrote some things
an album together short.
Nobby's first' since he split with the
for the Rollers which they
ly "
Rollers
didn't use. They were
When he says "we"
tied up In the record
does he mean he has
company and production.
newly formed band?
My songs weren't even
have
an
"No, i don't
actual band, Just some being heardl Nobody was
guys, musicians who giving me the chance to
put my Ideas to the test.
enjoy working with me. "
The single was born
-1.."
from another single. Let
Nobby explain: "I was
I
actually in the middle of
writing another song
i
along with the one which
is now on the B side,
fr
NOBBVCLARK:nof thrown our
When I got into the studio
I had this idea for 'Steady
Lave' which I throught
J ROLLERS: with new man Ian
I
was gonna work out well.
So I put it down In the
studio and eventually re
did It again as a demo,"
Nobby used to write
songs in his Roller days
but, he explains. 'The
songs I wrote for the
Rollers weren't In their

-

I

'I

by

Jan

Iles

'I
1

.r

/1111r1;t"I'vr

.:

a

no longer look

upon the Rollers
as the band they
were meant to be'

411.61.

..,a

r

-

patá

star y

Mid

n ptritger

style so they couldn't
actually use them as
singles. I think they were
too involved for the

Rollers. The things they
were doing when I was
with them were out and
out commercial."

WERE YOUIHERE?

"1"71

r

fr

Where the excitement is - that's
where you'll find Mirror Pop
Club, members.
They're up, up and away on special
low-price trips abroad to see
superstars live in concert.
They're up front, getting
guaranteed seats at reduced
prices for 'sell-out' concerts
all over Britain.
They're the ones snapping up "
discount tickets for hit

`1)-t Li

3

show's in London's
West End and leading
holiday resorts.
There are lots and lots
alof benefits when 'ou're
a Pop Club member.
As President
Mick Jagger says:
"If you haven't
joined yet,

Lost

longer

I

no

look upon the
Rollers as the band they
were meant lobe. There's

only one original member
left (Derek) and when
they started as a group,
the guys
Alan, Derek
and myself
had ideas,
big Ideas.
"But the direction we
saw the group going was
completely lost amongst
all the confusion. At one
time they had X lot of

--

great Ideas, a lot of
energy. which Isn't there
tod
"
Theay. last thfhg Nobby
did with the Rollers was

'Remember' (remember.) some two yeses
ago. He left the band just
as the record was
breezing up the hit

Watch for details
in the Daily Mirror

-

offer him what he had in
mind. The last thing he
wanted was the 'lane
Roller' Image.
"During this time I was
, (hs
scared of being
searches for the right
word) abused. I didn't
want to be put on a
pedestal, dressed up Lo
the nines, and that whole

..

bit."
So

how does he seem

himself nowadays?
"I would like to have a
fan following who are
gonna like the songs as
well as anything else they
wanna take from me."

Nobby has no intention
of doing live appeara¢cea
("Ican't afford it") but
when he does start
touring, hell be playing
plano and acoustic guitar
on stage (the latter
instrument he played on
'Steady Love') as well al
taking lead vocals.
"It's not that I have any
reservations about play trig But right now isn't
the right time. ywe just
done a single and I

LOP

haven't

a

go.

Clue how

Itti

"I

wouldn't sell a tieget
And I couldn't goon stage

Rumours circulated

- membership is FREE.

songs. He also did e
couple of recordings for
none of which saw
RCA
the light of day,
However, Nobby soon
wanted out because he
felt the company didn't

became the Bay City
Rollers when the line up
expanded.
Says Nobby emphat

parade

Join NOW

Nobby started wrtllag

mean there's no way
I could do any concerts

Ically: "Thing Is,

what's taking
you so long?"

-

up."
After the exodus,

school the threesome
formed a band called The

Saxons. which later

r

that I Just

.

He, along with brother

Derek and Alan Long.
mulr were the founders of
the Rollers, While still at

e

"Il got so bad

couldn't take any more
was almost breaking
I

that Nobby got kicked
out, but he says, a tripe
indlgnanUy: "All those
rumours were untrue.
I've heard many of them
but I don't know where
they originate. I didn't
get flung out that's for
sure and I don't want any
oneever to say that.

right

now

because

I

and sing the new single

III

times)"

Nobby wants to do It
right. Right?
want to put on a first

'I

Class show

so

the

audience can enjoy
themselves y'know, U
you're young and in-

experienced it's simple to
be taken in. People come
up and tell you this ter that
would be the best thing to
do. But If you have Ihs
courage to say 'up yours',
I'm gonna do that
great. You've got no

problems."

NOBBY Par rigMa
before the sptk
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PAIR OF

Valli of chance

FRANKIE VALLI: Life
And Breath' (Moweet

\

M W 3034)

k

The emotional Mr yalli
seems to pop up on a
variety of labels, but his
soul -searing songs don ',t
change much. This track
Is from an album and
frankly, it would have
been better staying there.
It doesn't have the impact
of his previous singles and
is very short. Taking into
account his track record
of hits ft stands a
chance.

ACES
JOHN & KIKI
Don't Go Breaking My Heart' (Rocket
ROKN 512)
ELTON
DEE

Bound to
hit

.

.

.

but

be

not

a

the

stunner I'd expected from
two ace singers. I think
they could have chosen a
better song (It's not
written by Elt). It's mid
tempo, with the title line
repeated much too often.
That's the way to make it
stick in the mind, but you
can go over the top.
However, that aside, the
arrangements (strings and
things) were good and the
two voices go well
together.
It would be
interesting to hear them
try a soulful ballad.

'Harvest

For

IEpI'c

S

The

EPC

4369).

This single already has a
buzz going in the discos,
so it shouldn't take long
for it to build up to chart
dimensions It's got all
the lazy smoothness of
'Summer Breeze' but is
more up tempo in
arrangement with the
combination of acoustic
guitar and piano weaving
round the vocals. And a
touch of the Hot Chocs
too. A smasheroo.

titled.
Jonathan
at
King strikes again
holidaymakers
cornthe
ing back from Spain (as

1

¡I

.ram

-

T

I

I

sort of record football
clubs bring out for the
supporters to sway to on
a
Saturday afternoon. KIKI DEE AND ELTON JOHN: two voices go well together.
Clean cut, loyal, all that
I'll be CARPENTERS: 1 Need
sort of thing.
BOB MARLEY & THE
surprised if it misses.
To Be In Love' (A&M
WAILERS: 'Roots,
AMS7238)
Rock, Reggae' (Island
Perfect Thrills down the WIP 6309)
spine
for
the
young
men
Well timed to coincide
THE BEACH BOYS:
with Bob's British dates,
'Rock And Roll Music' listening to the velvety
this single should do well
voice (all. in love with
(Brother K 14440)
agreement
Karen);
and
even if it Is only a minority
Everybody's getting in on
taste. Radio tends to fall
re-releasing BB singles, fromall the young ladles.

what with this

hot
It's
Summer and all.
greet live, but on record,
the flat vocals come

a

stayer in terms of musical
talent and can only grow
after the success of her
first single 'Answer Me'.
This new one starts in a
similar way but is slightly
faster.
There's still a
good catch line for the
people who go out of the
doot in the morning
humming the last sound
they hear on the radio,
but apart from that, the
quality of her voice is the
thing that's going to keep
her at the top.

sand could swing it for
them, 'cos in the silly
season, anything goes.

Her presentation

superb, as always.

Carpenters always
choose

songs wide

enough to appeal to
everyone, but always

slow,

so.

but

not

Can't fait

shouldn

'Lazy Bones' (UK 142)
If you think you've heard
this before, it'd because it
also came out in 1971.
But JK is not one to give
up on a project easily, so
another time round for
this one. Maybe it's

too

this.

but
Given
could
well.

because of, Summer he's
hoping for big things this
time. Sorry, JK, I think
you're on the wrong
track.

STREETWALKERS:

Daddy Rolling Stone'
(Vertigo 6059144)
Roger Chapman
great voice .
It's a
albums.

has

a

for

drivin'

in
mono to suit the style of
the song), but doesn't
have the immediate
appeal the singles' chart

number (recorded

needs.

,r

or.

a

miles
not a
removed from 'Ballroom
Blitz'. You'd think he
being
couldn't fail
uncannily close to two

million

..

-

successful acts. But that
very reason could be

Screamer's downfall.

i
NEW SEEKERS:

beck

with

swinger.

a

'bit

do

handled.

a push it
exceptionally

of

KRISTINE: 'Late Night
Movies' (Power Exchange PX 221)
This is JJ Barrie s wife,
with a song she, wrote
herself. Looks as If the
happy couple could make
it a family affair In the
charts. The catchlne is
repeated so often you'd
have to be partially deaf
not to have it insinuate
itself within half a minute.
It's light and easy, not
something you'd have to
concentrate on or think
about in the bath. But
there's not a lot to it

that's why it's

hit

-

a

maybe

Lazy Afternoon' (Virgin VS 149)

off as a dead ringer for
Bowie. In fact, this singer
could make a good living
as a Bowie stand in (if he
looks the part). Then he
rips straight into a sound
alike version of Sweet,
with vocals and effects

'

a

1483)

Will the real rip off
rocker stand up? It starts

NEW SEEKERS: it's So
Nice (To Have You

cleverly

SCREEMER: 'InterOK.

New Seekers (we all
knew they didn't really
want to give up all that
success, fame and
money .
1. Back with
a swinger. not unlike the

really

t,

and not

planetary Twist' (Bell

ti

Home)' CBS
Action replay wrth the

It

if anyone up at
the Beeb has an ear for a
soft, delicate ballad. It's
simple, straightforward

JONATHAN KING:

obscure. Steam up a little
action at the disco with

make sure the quality
doesn't suffer in doing

playlist.

King's on the
wrong track

on the side of UK style
reggae, but for once, the
real McCoy should win
hands down. ICs typical
of the Wailers, easy and

is

The

-

they did last year
humming 'Viva Espana')
with straw hats on their
heads and sand in their
socks. Will he get lucky
again? It's possible
depends on the sort of
memones you brought
back from your hots
'GARY BENSON: 'Let
Her In' (State STAT 24)
A beautiful song and
unfortunately the type
that sometimes slips
through the net of the

9

BARBARA DICKSON:
rather too
'Out Of Love With through
painfully. The sun and
Love' (RSO 2090 194)
Barbara is going to be

'The

140)

Aptly

THE ISLEY BROTHERS:

World'

9418:

SOUND

Lonely Bull Meets Le
'Bamba And Lives' (UK

JIMMY WINSTON:

'Sun In The Morning'
INems NES 0121
Oh, no, I don't think so.
Perhaps if it was Jim on
his own. but all those
strident lady vocalists at
the back make the overall
sound much too harsh.

LEA

a

NICHOLSON:

Lea Nicholson could join
the ranks of Steeleye

Span In getting folk music
into the charts if this
single got some airplay.
It's not exactly folk, but
that's the base of the
song.

VAN McCOY: 'Jet
Setting' (H&L6105053)

It beats me why some of
the instrumentals that
float into the charts with
ease sell so well Here's
another, from the Disco
Prince. To be truthful
though there are a couple
of words in it
the two
words in the title
but
they are over so fast it's
like subliminal advertising. Sorry, but it sounds
like a bad remake of
theme music the 'Big

- -

Country'.
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NOT SO very long
ago it looked as
though nothing was
going to happen for
The Real Thing but
now it's all systems

'alTM

go.

The astronomical
rise to fame has
come with the rapid
single 'You To Me
Are Everything' fi.

natty establishing
the four - piece
outfit in their own
years'

hard work their

labours are bearing
fruit and while they
have had definite
lean periods in the
past it is now all
systems go.
Take a fa'rly typical

Real Thing day. Thursday night they played at
Northampton, left the
stage at midnight, get to
bed at four am. Six hours
later they are having
breakfast in the office of

manager Tony Hall.

Then It's time to

rehearse a song they
haven't done before and

work out the harmonies
They should he recording
at London's Chalk Farm
studios, but the machine
has gone wrong. While
the gremlins are chased
out of the works, string
arrangements are completed in the studio. A car
then whisks the lads off
for a Saturday Scene
recording spot, which

HAS YOUR record "collection been

lookin' bit black lately? Here's your
chance to win a new album hot from
on bright red vinyl)
the presses
'Red Hot Hits' is a brand new
compilation album and Record Mirror
is giving away 50 to the first readers
to send in the correct answers to our
questions.
The album contains all brand new
including tracks by Melba
hits
Moore, Trammps, Shear Elegance,
Evelyn Thomas, Sweet Sensation,
The Real Thing, Andrea True and
Gladys Knight.

doing

the/It

success of their

right.
After six

wanted with us."
The group admit that
they were encouraged by
David Essex when they
worked with him.
"At that Urne we were

Peterborough for a
Friday night gig.
"It Just don't stop,"
comments member Dave
Smith. But they seem to
be thriving on it And all
those six years waiting
for success haven't been
wasted.
to

"With the success of

the

single we have achieved
one ambition," added
Ray Lake "Now we want
to go on and achieve some

more."

"Yeah, it

is as

important for us to make
good albums as well as
singles," said Chris.

Six years is a long Ume
for a band to go before
making an LP and Tony

The Real Thing have
always stuck to their guns
and don't see the success
of the single changing
their musical attitudes.

Hall explained that while
they have been eager to
make one not everyone
has had faith In them.
Now the Ude is turning
fast and they not only
have the first album
planned but ideas for the
second are well advanced.

"We needed the

single," admitted Ray.
"We've suit got to depend
nn it giving us a push.
They have managed to
shake off the AméricanIsms from their show and

'We know
exactly
what we
want to do
and how to
do

have become an impor-

tant voice for British
home
soul.

Or.

to doing our own material
would perhaps only
work two nights a week,"
said Chris. "But we were
satisfied with what we
were doing. Though we
had to pay a lot of wages
to keep the musicians we

,.t.

-

grown pop and

we

r

a

-

"We're proud to be
British," they said.
"When we first changed

it'

1

e

encouragement that

made us push further for

what we wanted

David Essex also

them the
exposure they needed to
supported
and
get noticed
their ideas which hopeful
ly will appear In their
ambitious second album.
They see this as a

"story" album

also know where they
came from too.
"Eddie and I wrote it
about our experience* in
the area of Liverpool 8,"
said Chris. "It's like no
other area in the whole

city."
"I man

this was the
area where the Beatles
would go to hear the
music that Inspired them
early Motown, Chuck
Berry . . The story we
are working on Is about
life In the ghetto. It
should appeal to every.

-

one."

There Is a possibility of
the album and stage show
developing Into a film
possibly fir television.
"I'd want to get me face
on the fUm," laughed
Chris

6

-J

L What is the name of the new lead
singer to Sweet Sensation?

'2 What was the hit Gladys Knight
had with the David Gates' song?
3. Where do The Real Thing come
from?

TIE BREAKER: I'd liken bright red
album In my collection because (not
more than 12 words)

NAME'
ADDRESS.

AGE
11.

The beet 50 Correct entries will win an
Send your entries to: Red Hot RM
Competition. Record Mirror, ,PO Box 196.
London N7 788. The final date for entries is
Wednesday, July 7, The competition will be
Rtdoed by the Editor whose decision le final

'bum.

based

around their area of
Liverpool, and showing
that while they know
where they're going, they

-

t

to

achieve."

helped give

by David Brown
could take up to three
hours. They are hoping to
do It In an hour so they
can return to the' studios
They have until 8. 30 am
In record the vocals then
It's back in the car and up

mainly other

people's numbers." explained Chris. "People
were excited by what we
were doing and David
told us that while people
would always clap, we
had to get Into ourselves
and do our own material
rather than Just Imitate.
"He gave us the
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IST..something
to screem about!

Screemer...the brand new band that everybody's talking about,
make their super hit debut with their first single.

"interplanetary Twist"
SCREEMER
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HEAD: three
bums, five singles, eight films
and four TV
shows
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ANYONE WHO thought the

Common Market was just something
to do with mountains of beef, lakes
of unwanted wine ánd bumper to f
bumper Mercedes blocking the
must be thinking again.
Thinking about Common Market
music, that is.
Britain and America quickly and
ready."
have been sewing up the

Ml,

charts pretty tightly in
the last decade or so,
but Europe has been
moving fast in recent
months. Germany in

particular

has been
making determined inroads to the British and
American charts.
Silver Convention, the
three girl singing group,
have been doing especially well.
They started out, 15
months ago with their
first hit 'Save Me' and
have been producing
ideal disco dance music
ever since.
The don't even try to write

anything themselves, but

leave It all to their Hungarian

songwriter.

The new single, a double A side 'Tiger Baby / No, No Joe'
is their latest In the hit
machine. But even though the
girls are doing so well, they
don't have any immediate
plans to let us see them
perform live.
"I don't think we are ready
to do British concerts yet,"

said Linda Thompson "First
we have to go to Paris and
Spain to do television.
Perhaps after that we will do
'IV in Britain, but no concerts.
The success came to us very

The

/

1..''I

by Rosalind Russell
are not
Hay. Germany isn't too keen
on soul music as yet - that's
also have taking a long time to get off the

we

girls

problems of transport for the
20 or so people that have to
accompany them in the band
and entourage.
Besides, they are waiting for
their designer to come up with
new ideas for stage costumes
They have eight different
dresses each, but they've been
working so hard, the dresses
are almost worn out. The girls
make every effort to look as
glamorous as possible. Did
they think they had as much
sex appeal as they had music
appeal?
"Oh no," giggled Linda.
"People don't come to see us
because we're good looking.
Well.
perhaps it's 50.50."
The Germans love Silver
Convention, because their
type of music Is the one that's
hitting all the discos in a big

`Success
carne to

ground. And the girls have no
intention of changing their
style in the slightest
However, they can't even
show off their new single for a
couple of weeks as Ramona
Wulf (the dark haired singer)
is Is hospital.
"Romana will be away for
It days," explained Linda.
"And she may have logo back
later In the year trial's why I
am at home and not working.
We can't work until she 1:
better, but that's not as
Important as her health."
With third member Penny
McLean. the girls hope to visit
the States in the Spring to
consolidate their chart position there too.
Although Linda has made
an attempt at a solo career,
she Is much happier in the new
set up: "Re all knew each

-

.

other before the group

began." said Linda, "We met
each other In the studios and
became really good friends. I
like to be in a group
it's

-

much nicer than being on my

own. There are many

problems in working alone.
Sometimes I felt really lonely,
so I like having people around
me now. "
Linda, 28 and unmarried,
has been singing for nine
years, so she's glad that now
she's found a group that are
not only her best friends, but

us very

quickly'

who have established themselves as hit artists loo.
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SILVER CONVENTION: hoping for same success In America

Head of light

entertainment
MURRAY HEAD had to pay
£10,000 to get on the Elton John
tour: "Of course they don't call
it key money but that's what it
amounts to," he explains as he
props up a bar at the BBC
studios.

Nevertheless it seems to have paid oft
for Murray, an actor/singer who has
been in show business since he started
doing radio drama parts at the age of
12.
Now his single 'Someone's Rocking
My Dreamboat' looks ke becoming the
biggest pub jukebox smash of the year.
But It'll be a hit at a price because In
order to raise the 010,000 that got him so
much exposure Murray had to sell his
song publishing company which he had
nurtured br the past nine years.
"And It that's not enough," he
explatnd. "The record is only one off the
album that I didn't write. Mind you I
got the B-side," he says resignedly.
You may remember Murray as the
guy who recorded the 'Jesus Atrial
Superstar: single as well as appearing
In the London production of 'Hair' and
the Schlessinger film 'Sunday Bloody
Sunday'.
But now his dual career is fixed
firmly as a recording artiste: "With
records it's hard to be involved in Burns
at the same time and now the emphasis
is for longer record contracta. In fact
they're longer than film contracts.
"Mind you, when there's no pressure
to do live work I could pop off and
make
a movie." he says with a chuckle.
Murray secreuy enjoys juggling with
the two careers, "I have to in order to
retain a certain _amount of
employment," he continues matter - of facUy like a showbusineas professional
His amount of employment so tar
totals three albums, five singles, eight
films and four TV shows A talented
man.
The biggest break was Obviously the
recent Elton tour and Murray respects
Captain Fantastic "He has an
enviable quality and I. a real star."
The next tour our multi media hero
11

MURRAY (right): with Elton John.
could be on Is likely to be his own and he
says he would like to tour Britian
Universities.
Mind you, U he has his way he would
probably prefer to appear In a maid
media project called Atlantis' which

he's been trying to get produced on and
off for the last eight years.
The show contains 30 songs and eight
of them make up the majority of trscke
on his latest album, 'Say It Ain't So'.
"AtlanUs Is a stale of mind, a inswing

state," he explains. '1t1Y not doses
under the sea but it's the New
Jerusalem, a way of looking at thin,
It's an Island that existed and it's on e
parallel line. "
Pretty heady stuff eh!
'People might get an idea of what I'm
getting at from one track an the album.
'Boats Away!' The whole snow
incorpor ate s ballet and mime as well Y
songs.

'I tried hawking It around In the dare
of flower power but no one wanted 1e
know, Four years later an imprsser»
rang me up and said they sr
probably ready for it then, but find
weren't, 'The whole thing U chw°s
s
all the time, But I'm glad
interested every four years,' he laugh.
With Murray Head now hovering
the brink of a pop smash the adds a re
won't be that Img before the

m
soa

rings again'

by David Hancock
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BOB MARLEY lounges on a sofa in
his
South Kensington

trail Yet, just

*-,

man was leaping about at the Hammersmith
'Odeon like a live wire, singing his heart out
and mesmerising thousands of ardent
followers.
figure, writing songs,

playing music purely to

preach the message of
Jah (God); to redeem his
people, and to urge black,
white and all races to live
together in harmony.
Suffice to say he is also
responsible for making
reggae a respectable art.
form.

trying to get the feel of the
music."

Last year Bob and the
Wailers played London's
Lyceum
which is
seemingly more suited to
a reggae concert because
audiences can jive along
to the pulsating rhythms.
Bob doesn't agree:
"This year is a Mille more

-

Commercial
Certain types of reggae

(Marley's included) are

becoming popular enough
to be termed oommerclal
(his powerful 'No Woman
No Cry' got high Into the
singles hit parade), a fact
which narks a lot of
reggae purists some of

cool

ya

know,

People

listen more this time to
the music. When we come
down to 'Lively Up
Yourself., everyone gets
lively and start dandn',
but when I say something
they cool down and listen.
It's good." Anyway Bob
reckons: "I don't really
like all this get up, stand

whom are criticising

Marley for heavily

contributing to Its being
'fashionable.'
However, Bob maintains that he's making

up music."
He prefers the audience
for
to listen to his lyrics
that's why he's up there
doing his thing in the first
place.
Bob Marley wa-s born at

because Jah is
telling him so to do. By
the same token Bob
reckons that when Jah
tells him to stop making
music: he'll call it a day
(fingers crossed Jah will
keep zip -lipped for some
time to come!).
music

-

rw

bred lady who wrote
spirituals and sang in the
church choir.
On leaving school he

tr

1

t

.ty'rT

began his long
involvement with music.

x

1961

Today, although a rich
man, Bob lives rather
modestly as superstars
go. He has a rambling
house in Kingston which
is an ever open door for
friends and hangerson.
He and his lady Rita own
a record shop called Tuft

Gong

(selling only

records made by Ras.
tus).
Bob's only true self.

Indulgant luxury is
BMW

car (bought

a

be-

cause the initials stand
for Bob Marley And The

Wailers).

Rasta

hand
"Yeah, some are wolf In

i

.

BOB MARLEY: with the Wailers (top). The overlord
sheep clothing. Little
sheep you know. But
these guys might not
pretend for long because
God don't sleep and if

anyone did anythin'
wrong they suffer fate. "
"I'm doln' it for our
children.

If we don't grow

the children the right way
they gonna suffer, and be
(polish and frightened."
Which is why he
welcomely embraces reggae cover versions of his
own songs. His philoso-

phy Is:

"Yeah, nleé.

Makes more people listen
to what I have to say."
I ask him how he feels

about being compared
with artists like Bob

Dylan, half

knowing

already what the answer
will be.
"I'm not Dylan, Dylan's Dylan, Jagger Is
Jagger, Nests is Neste
(Bob's middle name). To
me

roots are the most

Important thing to me.
"Reggae is roots. It's

a

to June 21)
Try not to show the tears
and the fears, put on a
brave face and say 'nuts'
to the world It only rains
II A pours so you dear
Gem are in fora thorough
Sat
soaking. Dry days
and Sun.

-

CANCER
(June

22

to July

22)

During the beginning of
the week you will feel
narked with yourself for
tatting someone slip from
your paws More chatting
less jiving would have
done the lock So why
etas on your feet when
you can use your head?

LIBRA

SAGITTARIUS

AQUARIUS

ARIES

(Sept 24 to Oct 23)
Love is the only thing we
can see on ze cards, but it
won't be all treacle pie
nibbling. Expect to bite
into something as hard as
iron (but don't worry
about your teeth)

(Nov 24 to Dec 21)
Sizaling, silly, Saturday
s)ngalongs are all very
well oyes the barbecue,
but if ydu really want a
roasting it's better to hire
a sex kitten for the day.
Don't worry tight fists,
you'll get your money
back ,after use.

(Jan 22 to Feb 171
HUG TUG SQUEEZE

(Mar 2110 April 20)

VIRGO

SCORPIO

CAPRICORN

(Aug 24 to Sept 23)
Last week we told you be
charming (and a cheat) so
what's happening? You

lOct 24 to Nov 23)
Bumping and grinding like
a street nickleodeon ain't
gonna get you further
than the top of the street
If you're travelling on the
number 9 bus then at
least you'll get away from
the nosey neighbours.

(Dec 22 to Jan 211
Mmmm. We are gazing
and circling around your
horoscope and it is not
bright You have a lot of
things to cope with in the
next week and it Isn't
going to be easy. So
freak out please.

could have made h big,
made it bad, but you
bungled it all. And we
thought you reeked of
finesse!

son graced his show in

Germany, Erie Clapton
attended one of the
London shows, while
across the Atlantic John

Lennon caught one of his
American concerts.

But with all that-said,

the
the

diminultive man on
sofa seems totally

unaffected by It all.
The one thing That does
make his eyes flash is talk
about playing in Africa
I ask how he visualises
the Great Land?
"Green land and people
who don't think about the
A

tree

people."
Which sounds pretty
close to the Marley
dream.

(July 23 to Aug 23)
A fantasy week. You'll be
dreaming seven days
(twice nightly) but the
slap of reality will hit you
square in the eyes come
Sunday. Don't expect
too much. You'll never
get it.

LEO

(M ay 22

of reggae

simple music with a good
rhythm, reggae is funky;
but a lot simpler. Not so
con fu sin'.
The overlord of reggae
gets to a lot of souls He
receives an abundance of
fan mail from a crosssection of people; most of
them telling him to keep
up the good work, others
seeking advice and some
begging for a few bucks
Even among the musical elite he Is some kind of
deml-god. George Harrl.

government.

Supvratane
GEMINI

-

.....

worked at welding but In

'I don't

really like
all this
5I get upstand up
f music'

y

t

s~

if

7

His involvement with
Ras Tafarlanlsm is
absolute. He explains
what it actually means.
"Rasta means head
Rhoden Hall In the
creator and the Rasta Jamaican parish of St.
positive vibraBob begins talking Ann in 1945. His father man sing
tion to all people God can
about the Hammersmith was a British Army
solve the problems of
concerts: "Last night a as captain, his mother an
mankind, but some people
African - born, Jamaican
a Tittle better from the
don't want to solve the
problems. Until a colour
of a man's skin is of no
more significance than
the colour of his eyes then
I
'
there will be human
rights equally and guaranteed to harm none of
God's race.
If you believe all these
1. 1
-things you Rasta man."
Obviously there are
some Jamaicans who
profess to be Rastas
because they feel It's the
trendy thing to be.
Bob dismisses such
poseurs with a wave of his

'"

ét..s1r
10

.'
..,.
.n!.(>
I

first night The first night
sound was a little bit

confusing to me up on
stage there, I couldn't get
time to breathe for a
second."
He says he could feel
the audience's vibes, but
not all the time as: "I was

P

A

hotel apartment looking
two nights ago, this very

In a few short years he
has become a legendary

p.

are the
words coming up on the
don't
We
ball.
crystal
know what they mean
quite frankly, but if we
have a guess we assume
SIGH.

These

that you're either trying to
get out of a very tight
piece of clothing or
someone is treating you
very well)

PISCES
to Mar20)
Yawn Nothing to report.
But if this is any
consolation wall 'tie next
(Feb 18

week.

be fooled by
Casanovas or
metallic cowboys who are
obviously trying to sell
you the ace when you
only want the heart
Some may think you are
after the diamond But
you are far too rich in
other things

Don't

creeping

TAURUS
(April 22 to May 21)

If a Virgoan is getting on
your whatsits, just tell

them

to

get

off

-

sharprshl You don't want
your good name ruined by
a bunch of villains and
what's more their price
ain't too high.
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The Professionals
in Disco and

Handle
Cabinets made to your
specifications

3ch. Soared lite.
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FAL, Sound Out, DJ El
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NEWHAM AUDIO
52 Romford Road
London E75
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at
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More discos,more lighting, more bargains,Disco showrooms with service depts.
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inca
VAN McCOYr 'Jet Setting' (HAL 8108053). His

EMI TRY
DISCO

instrumental, and

DFMI8 ROUSSOS: 'The
Rolusns Phenomenon'
(Philips DEMIS 001).

1

4

including twenty in

5
a

'

7

8

{s.

radio when It comes to

9

record.

}

nfortunately this par -

titular record -a frothily
houndy beater with
1

exaggerated stereo effects and trite if happy
lyrics Is not necessarily
the sort of thing that radio
stations would Jump on in
the first place.

I

10

usable smoochers as
'Forever And Ever', 'So
Dreamy' and 'My Friend

,

Two

Ti

COMBINE HARVESTER, Wurzel. (EMI)
SEA SIDE SHUFFLE, Terry Dactyl (UK)
LET'S STICK TOGETHER. Bryan Ferry (Inland)
FOREVER AND EVER, Detain Koussos (Philips)
AT THE HOP, Danny a' The Junior, (ABC)
THE CONTINENTAL, Maureen McGovern (20th
Century)
MY RESISTANCE 181,0W, Roble Saretedt (Dee
-ca)
SHE'LL BE COMING ROUND THE MOUNTAIN,
Yettles (Decca)
THE LONELY BULL MEETS LA BAMBA AND
LIVES, sound 9418 (UK)
SILLY LOVE SONGS, Wing. (Capitol )

BREAKERS

-

1

(Pye)

experiment

TIIF. BEATLES: 'Twist
And Shout' (Parlophone
It 8018). Their cover of
the leleys' '82 classic
remains a punchy party
pleaser, while the Back
In The USSR' A side is a
faster Pave of less lasting
value
SOUND 9418: 'The Lonely
Bull Menu la Rambo
And Lives' (UK 140). A
must for MoR jocks and
fun for all, this zany
blending of Herb Alpert's
first h11 with the Mexican
- up which inspired
'Twist And Shout' is pure
party music at Its best.

knees

Ole!

YOU TO ME ARE EVERYTHING, Real Thing

! SOMEONE'S ROCKING MY DREAMBOAT,
Murray Head (Inland)
S AS TIME GOES BY, Bryan Martian (Pye)

PENNYMCLEAN:

VAN MCCOY:sprightly

The Wind'.

J,
2
3

There's no holding this
Greek, the EP makes a
cheap way of getting such

-

THE WURZELS

,

a

is

Liverpool Jocks.

.left Chegwtn. who handles disco promotion for the
Vt label, has sent out over six hundred copies of
silver Convention singer PENNY MCLEAN's '1-2-3-4
ire' (EMI 2479), a current German hit, to coincide
..ith a big advertising campaign in the music press
xt week Starting this Monday, JuQe 28, it will be a
nutured play in over two
hundred discotheques,

breaking

Is

out
here at the insistence of

t M1 RECORDS are trying a brave experiment
by
.en icing db.00 doe)oys with a record that radio
.mums have yet In receive.

have as much power as

1-

but more sprightly

LAUNCH
ilirmingham alone.
All this is in an attempt
to prove that disco DJs

e

strongest since 'The
Hustle', Van's UK only
nettle Is another similar

CRAZY CAVAN 'N' THE

RHYTHM ROCKERS:
Knockl Knock!' (Charly
CS 1010). Britain's best.
Rockabilly group are

already People's choice

Niw püvt
'Pool set
the style
on

London's Capital

Radio, as was 'Jungle
Rock' before them. Ivor
(sic) play their brand
new pounding rhythm
bopper or they'll smash
your face!

QUEEN: 'You're My
Best Friend' (EMI). At

last, a Queen hit with
danceable beat and no

mucking about!

STREETWALKERS:

'daddy Rolling Stone'
(Vertigo 0859144). An ex
Mod,

Too hot

Prime cuts are
'Under The Skin', 'Last
Chance To Dance'.
'Brothers Theme' and
'Make Love'.
THE MEMPHIS HORNS:
'High On Music' (RCA'RS
1056). The Mar Keys are
still alive, and being
produced by Backer T!
Highlights of this instrumental album are the
Band.

TRAX

LP

-

to handle

'

*1

'n

I

funkily hustling title

C

track, with plenty of
T organ, the
Brass Construction - like
'Move Your Feet', and the
brassily bouncing '80
Booker

Proof Red'. Unexpect-

B. T.

EXPRESS: bigger

B.T. EXPRESS: 'Ener
gy To

Burn' (EMI INA

Not out here for
another two weeks or so,
the BT's newle Is too hot to
1502).

hold! Reflecting the
success of stable - mates

Brass Construction,
they're in a bigger and
better leapingly funky
bag on the

end better

SENSATION. Talk about
good value!
THE BROTHERS: 'Don't
Stop Now' (RCA RS
1057), Recently. huge In
New York discos, these
bouncily hustling instrumentals are like a

lusher Atlanta Disco

The Cosmic Echoes:
'Reflections Of A Golden

80's soul theme.

LONNIE LISTON SMITH
S

Dream' (RCA RS 1053).
Though Lonnle's lovely
album la mainly full of

atmospheric

In-

strumental slowles, the
lead track is a bubblingly

frantic funky hustler

called 'Get Down Every-

body (It's Time For
World Peace)', with

chanted vocals and multo
disco appeal.
VICKI SUE ROBINSON:
'Never Gonna Ltt I ou Go'
(RCA RS 1051). Featuring the full 5:35 version of
'Turn The Beat Around',
which Is followed on side
one by 'Common Thief'
and the title track, disco
hits all,,

REVIVED 46,, this week Include FREDDY CANNON'S
ever - exciting 1982 hit 'Palisades Park' (Philips
0010200) and an early Blddu 1972 near- miss by JIMMY
JAMES, the perennial Northern rave 'A Si Man Like
Me' (EMI INT 310), both of which could click again
now. Useful In silly situations In SHIRLEY TEMPLE
'On The Good Ship Lollipop' (Pye 7N 25664), JIMMY
BOWEN'S bopping 'I'm Stickin' With You' Is flipped by
JOE JONES' great 'You Talk Too Much' (Pye 7N

finally there's KEVIN AYERS' summery
'Caribbean Moon' (Harvest HA R 5109).
23711), and

u

raunchy new rock appeal
to Dereke Martin's mid

TIIE CISCO KID: 'The
Girl From Roxyville'
LAST WEEK'S up about using jig, and reels created
such Interest that here I; Part Two. I only hope that my
Immediate rival are not reading thin, as I'm about to
revisal one of my most successful patenud party
argues, a wire - fire rabble
rouser for rowdy
occasional
Announcing "And now for something Completely
different," go straight into BAND OF THE
GRENADIER GUARDS 'The Liberty Bell (shinty
Python Theme)' (Deceit F13107), Once It's established,
cut (skipping intro) into MRS MILLS 'Knees Up
Mother Brown' (Glad'. (Parlophone GEP 0841)
Party', Parlophone has been the beat answer
ever sincé-19871 You may
R3748), or miss that and
need to give them time to
go on into the next, which
is DIMITRI DOURA
get organised into eights
RINE 'Ctasabchok' (Co- before "'Offing the reel
lumbia DB 8528). I also - which goes on and on and
often come into this out of on, giving you time for a
leisurely beer) Theh, to
a medley of polkas, and it
works Just as well either cool 'em down (I usually
before or after your 'Y dim the lights while
Viva Espana' spot. Two panting_into the mike),
copies of C natachok' are segue into JIM MacI.EOD
useful to prolong the fun.
'Skye Boat Song' ('GoldAs it dnds, segue en Hour 01 Scottish
straight into BOBBY Favourites' LP, Pye OH
,MacLEOD 'Sw tagalong 301).
The only difficulty
Reels' ('This Is Scotland'
LP, RCA L8A 5098), you'll find is that most of
during the course of these records have been
which you can ask if deleted for years, Still,
anyone wants an Eight- this shows that there are
some Reel. If yes, more oldies to look for
JIMMY SHAND 'Dance than Just Motown and
With Jimmy Shand' EP rockers!

-

(Electric WOT

5, via
Deere). Gently pulsating
subtle airy prettiness
from Patrick Campbell -

Lyons
STUART .TAMES: Pm In
The Mood For Love'

(Bradley,. BRAD 7614),
Originally by Frances
Langford in 1936's 'Every
Night At Eight', this
dreamy 'moocher in one
of the better Sarstedt
copyists.
BRYAN MARSHALL:
'As Time Goes By' (Pye
18803). The tune
played, agsm by Sam
(Dooley W'.senl in 11143's
7th

'Casablara'

now has an

unnecessarily brisk temp
but remains evocatively
lovely MOBBING CROSBY: 'Where
The Morning Glories

Grow'

10532).

(London IILU

Happy

-

lucky

go

little rinky
Unky
ragUmer, amusingly twee
as MoR
KRISTINE:: 'Late Night
Movie.' (Power Ea.
Change PX 221). Mrs JJ

Barrie,

nee Sparkle, on a
Seekers - type
swayer that'll be good
MoR if it hits.

New

kilowatt killer

Wanna Do It Some More',
while other leading lights
are ' Depend On Yourself',
'Energy To Burn' and

'Energy Level'. Energy's
the word... phew!
VARIOUS: 'Red Hot
Wal' (Pye NSPL t8229).
So red hot it's even
pressed in red vinyl (see
Page 12), this incredible
collection contains the
current hits by THE
REAL THING, MELBA
MOORE, MISTURA, ANDREA TRUE, GLADYS
KNIGHT and 'Save Your

by

BROTH-

ERHOOD OF MAN, plus
recent hits of JIMMY
JAMES A THE VAGA.

BONDS, BARRY
WHITE,
NON,

raucously

gives

'Can't Stop Groovin' Now,

Kisses'

Roger Chapman

edly good.

EDDIE OREN -

SHEER

ELEGANCE, EVELYN

THOMAS. THE
TRAMMPS
SWEET
and

V

111

DANNY & THE
JUNIORS 'At The Hop'
(ABC) makes it a rocking
summer for Roy Gould
Treasure's Disco, Northampton), Fred Stevenson
(Strand, Glasgow), and
Terry Emm (Mr M Disco,
Terry
Dunstable) .
Joins Les Aron (Life
Disco, Bognor Regis) and
Arthur- Dyke (Midnight
Hour Disco, Exeter) for
EDDIE Cochran 'C'nr,n
Everybody' (VA), while
Mike Clark (Windmill,
Cbpford) and Steve Lloyd
.

.

(SL Disco, Llanelli) use
HANK MIZELL 'Rang
arc?. Rock' (Charly). . .

,

100

(Chelsea) Is breaking for
Tricky Dicky Scenes, who

..l
TON

celebrates five years as
London's top DJ at

i'

A

(UK)

FEATHER
A Minute'

shaping up

as a

smash for Mark Rymann

(South

Wales Clubs),

Ashley EaUy (Ashley:s
Disco, Ferryslde), Mike

McLean (Strathdlsco.
Glasgow), Dougall DJ
(Iülsyth), Tom Russell

'(Klrkintllloch), Doug
Forbes (Klouds, War,
wick ), Doctor John
(DiscoTech, Stafford),
Cohn King (Tlffanys,

Manchester), Tony Had'
land (Aud10 Systems

Quadrodisco, Reading).
and more

.

.

.

DISCO

TEX 'Daneln' Kid

Kid' Aison (Tiffanys,

beration Discos, Mald
stone) for .01110 PLAY-

AFFAIR 'Foxy Lady'

and John Desude (Rever-

Tiffanys, Ilford, on July
Tony Barnfleld's ERS 'Who'd She Coo"'
DOLLY
holding another Disco (Mercury .
New -Spin at South Har- PARTON 'Jolene' (RCA)
row Circles on Jell' 5, with gets disco action also for
cheaper tickets than Steve Ingram (Weydetails from 01- bridge), Powerful Plerle
before
Dunn (C opperoolns, Hay883 9879 or 014229770...
it took Ume, but now erfordwest). Johnny D!a
MAUREEN McGOVERN mond (William Tell,
Brighton) and Dave
"The Continental' (2001) is
big for- Theo Loyla 'Jingle King' Porter
(Bridge Country Club, (Oscar, Liverpool)
VAN
Canterbury). Mike Dave was first onto
Thomas (Port Talbot), MCCOY 'Jet Setting'
by
joined
now
(Aeas
(HIM),
McLean
Colin
Club, Hamilton), Willy David Brooks (B1rdsnest;
Muswell Hlll), who Ups
Cash (Untouchables Discos, Appleby). Tom MICHEL POLNAREFF
(Atlantic) with
Lafford (Cardiff M 'Lipstick'
Jon Devany (Gemini.
Dismal and more . ,
Tom also Joins Lea Spaine Hartlepool ), Billy 'line
1

'It Only Takes

(Timepiece, Liverpool),
Steve Day (OsingfordI

.

-

.

Blackpool) and others
CROWN HEIGHTS
.

(Polydor) picks up Jay

i

NEXT

'

WEER:

Jay Sawern (Hotel De
Croft, Dairy). Capuchlno

WIN A SET

Dave Watkins

OF DISCO

Berigllano (Bromley).

(Shack sounds Discos,
didja know
Cardiff) .
that CANDI STATON's
backed by the ATLANTA
- ones
DISCO BAND!
,

ALBUM

,

watch Include BAN BARRA 'Shack Up' (UA)
10114 SEBASTIAN 'Weir
came Back' (Reprise). TREX 'I Love To Boogie'
to

PFNNY
(EMI), '1.2-9.4
Fire'
McLEAN

(EMI), BABE RUTH

-

Elualve' (Capitol) yes,
and (gulp!) OUR
KID 'You Just Might See
Me Cry' (Polydor ).. .
'

st1U

-

e

>

l,
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YOUNG, GIFTED AND BLACK

I

FOR BLACK naisic enthusiasts everywhere here's a chance to prove that

Jyou're top of the form In all things black (and very tan). Try your hand at
answering these questions about the Young, Gifted and Black.
t_ This is
a two-part
question: AI What's the
name of this bwana who's
In Oslblsa; B) What was
Osiblsa's last hit (before
'Dance The Body Music').
2. Morley, rastafarlan,

0
A./

messiah of reggae moos-

his latest

ic. Name
album.

:)
ti

These bunch of bare bosomed black skinned
brown -eyed boys called
The Real Thing last year
supported a famous white
teen -dream star on his
British tour. Who Ls the
'star' In question?
4. Our own Linda Lewis
who certainly ain't a little
3.

r

f-

girl anymore. Judging by

her dark creamy good
looks she could come from

exotic places like Jamaica or Ghana. But she
doesn't Where In fact
was she born?

ºanºnAS

'9

H191S P.c .:aq1org '5

'r

P531ºº3 ...span
aº3 we(' 'r
.son
-9ug1A .emeissa, -Z

6

(q)

'p

,dutl aufqºafs,
O

£PPal to>

1

S113MSNV

Mac and Katie

Klssoon are related.

Are

they man and wife?

cousins? or brother and
sister?
8. Don't let the spades

fool

ya,

they

undertakers.
band.

ain't

Name the

º

.

9

angin'

C

The exciting new disco

hit single from the
chart success
album
;

:

1976

,01
-'. t
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PETER FRAMPTON comes on the phone in a state of
euphoria, obviously ecstatic about the monster success
States with the live set, 'Frampton Comes
which topped the American charts and Is still Alive',
in the
comfy position of Top Five.
It appears that his newly -found US tame hasn't quite
sunk in ("I just can't believe it," he repeats),
maybe circulating his senses waiting for It to and is
be fully
absorbed.

by

In the

There's no denying; this
Cloud Number Nine pas.
senger_really has had all
his hopes and wisher come

true.

Framp
ton's brightest year to
1976

has been

date. After,betng on the

borderline of desolation
e

row he has managed to rise
above those empty days
and emerge as the

J

Iles

u rHE wA

circuit.

The Mr.. Nice Guy has

finally gotten what he
deserves.
Obviously Frampton

dreamed of success during
those leaner times when he
slaved on those perennial

with

Then the trump card arrived
with 'Frampton Comes Alive'.
two records culled from a series
of his concerts: a range of
powerful live material both
acoustic and electric.

"I

knew It would be
successful," Peter. admits,

names and living In one.
Coping,
success second
star hotels.
I ask H success in reality was here," he Jibes, still sounding
prepared, I know how to cope.
first as swell as his dreams of
very English.
People around me are more
wiccep.
"Of course I knew what It was
concerned with longevity rather
"Oh sure! Everyone seems to
tike to be successful (remember
than making a fast buck. "
recognise me in the street, from
when Peter .was teen dream of
He is fully aware that overkill
the young kids to the doormen of
1968) but when I was with the
could rear Its pesky head. But all
hotels. It Deems of Frampton has
Herd in 1968 It was the wrong kind
the
pitfalls are being covered so
become a household name over
of success. Today I'm more
that nobody stumbles.
"I'm getting a real buzz out of
all this but I don't want to become

time around

'over -exposed. People think, I'm

mad to have turned down some of
the offers I've recently received.
But it's easy to say, 'Yeah, let's
do this and make some money'
but that's not the way to do it.
"We're planning ahead -,notlooking back at yesterday. For

several year. I've been working
with people who've given me
confidence and I'm fully aware
that I'm not gonna let things get

out of hand."
It's been four .years since he
waved goodbye to Humble Pie.
Thereafter he began to mould a
name for himself independently.
Four. solo albums ('Wind Of
Change'. 'Frampton's Camel'.
'Something's Happening' and
'Frampton') removed him from

the

'.Just

a

pretty

face"

"because I had the same feeling
when we mixed the Pie live
album. I said to my manager Dee
Anthony that now's the Ume to
release my own live album. But I
didn't realise then just how big it
would be." The album was
enormous, selling in the region of
three million copies In the States
and going triple plaUnum.
However, superstardom to
Peter.was as unexpected as a
7brnadoin Wigan.
"Perhaps that's why it came?"
Peter says simply. "I just wasn't
expecting It."
By now the story of him
constantly on the road like It was
a second home le commonplace.
Lesser mortals might have been
wiped out like flies sniffing spray
killer. But not Peter. He must
have had the patience of a saint
and robot -tike constltuUon not to
crack up.
For . a travelling man he is
supremely healthy. (Hie beauty
has launched a million sighs).
He laughs at all this, being the
down - to earth Kent boy that
is: "Wail, maybe I'm the
he
sort of person who, when on the
road doesn't,party all night long.
Obviously there was a lot. of
celebrating going on some
evenings on the road, and It the
of adrenalln was high I'd stay up

all night.

"But usually I was far too
exhausted after a gig, I'd go back
to the hotel and Just flake out. I

was a rocker on the road more or
less permanently so l had to take
some care."
Now Britain wants Its prodigal
son to return. When wW he grace
our shores?

"I can't wait to get to
England," Peter enthuses, "but
I've got to get things sorted out
this end. Like visas. Once
all that's OK I'll be coming to
England, but I cant see it
happening before the end of the
year .as I've an album to do In

September."
For a few minutes we Jaw about
the Old Country. Peter.wante to
know' exactly where his single
("Show Me The Way") and
album stand In the British chart'
as well as the kind of fans he's
attracting over here.
His only source of information
^egardthg Britain Is his parents

s(`

Z:
\

¡

r
s

de.'
-

`1'm

7

not

gonna let

°

things get
out of hand'

`People around
me are more
concerned with

longevity rather
than making
a fast buck'

r

5

own."

/7
Al

superstar. of the rock

American tours playing
second fiddle to bigger

Jan

syndrome and Into the 'league of
the serious artiste.
Peter. tumbling over his words
with ultra
enthusiasm, says:
"When I left Humble Pie I
thought it must be the worst
decision I'd ever .made as their
album had just gone gold. I
figured, 'Ooh, this is my first big
bloomer. but at the same time I
was determined to prove to
myself that !could make It on my

3

Ú
t<

/
jf

S

who do a grand job keeping him
up to date on wax, fax and news.
c "We talk on the telephone." he
says. "My mum tells me al

that's happening. She told me
that Stephen Ford (the Pressle's
son)

had

said In

one of

the

English papers that he was a fan
of mine. Which knocked me out."
He remembers another cute
do
Yknow, before I left England
I bought my parents one of those
radio clocks. For two days my
father set It (or 7.30 and each time
they were woken up by 'Sho.v Me
The Way'. Then on Saturday he
set It for 8.00 so he could hove an
extra half hour In bed and blow
me It came on again. "
You can almost hear the
Adam's apple getting stuck with
emotion. But really it couldn't
have happened to a nicer bloke,
who before the emcees,' of
'Frampton Comes Alive: was
seriously considering going back
to session work.
of
Now his ultimate ambition
being hailed one of the best
gultartats in the world has been
fulfilled (a far cry from the days
when Peter_ would jam with
Bowie between classes).
"I regard myself as a guitarist
drat and foremost but people who
haven't seen me live and who've
Just bought my record think of me
as a singer / songwriter. Well
that's great. I'm much less
Inhibited about wrung personal
things these days, I don't mind so
much putting my feelings on the

-

-

line."

What gives him a kick more
than anything Is the fact that Ms
almighty peers have been among
the first to pat him on the back
and say 'well done',
"Ringo came to one of the
shows and afterwards gave me a
big hug and said how great it
was. He was walking around
backstage singing 'Show Me The
Way' to himself. He says he
keeps on singing It
"When I phoned Ringo the
other day Erie Clapton got on the
phone and pkingly said: 'Hey
I'm gett in' bloody bored stiff with
hearing that eons! Seriously It's
about time It's happening.'
"AU that kind of praise gives
you little thrills, "

N
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Where's the
Connection?
ANDREA TRUE CONNECTION: 'More, More,
More' (Buddah BDLP 4041)
If Andrea Trué s music was anything other than disco
dancing sounds, think she'd have tb go some to
I

maintain any kind of credibility. In fact, the attraction
of her music hasn't got much to do whh her at all.
Her vocals only appear rarely end she doesn't seem
seem to have much of a
range. I'm sure she could
sing a lot better - or sound
better-- if she wasn't
completely swamped by
the musicians.
It's not even as if she
had any hand in the
production.
get the
feeling she's asked on the i
record at all just to

r

I

provide

the

pretty

packaging. While the
single 'More More More'
did very well as a disco
single.
can't see a whole
album of very similar
music making a big
smash. It gets terribly
boring after 10 minutes or
so. Especially since the
second side is only two,
I

exceptionally long,

tracks. Unless you're a
DJ intent on getting the

crowd steamed

up
dancing. I wouldn't lay
the
money.
out

Rosalind Russell
MIKE HARDING: 'One M an

Show' (Philips

6625 022).

When Mike Harding says:
"I'm going tb sing you a
song now about
.
.

.

ANDREA TRUE CONNECTION: swamped

watch out.

Because

chances are that about
ten minutes later he'll
start singing the song, by

which time you've

probably forgotten what
he was going to do
anyway. He is the
Northern king of folk
comedians with an expert
timing that leaves all the
others behind, and a
giiickfire gag-a -minute
routine that will either
have you in creases or
leave you

cold.

Those

that have acquired the

taste land it is a growing
audience since his chart
hit :Rochdale Cowboy'),
will know what to expect
from this double value set
culled from his tour earlier
this year. There are his
marvellous monologues,
witty introductions, and
even the occasional song,
all done very much his
way Every now and then
there is a serious note, but
usually it will be a mad
tale of life among those
dark satanic mills with the
semi - detached pigeon
lofts or a tale of young
love read from the
'Perfumed Allotment'. If
that's what makes you
laugh ifs reet gradely
stuff.
David Brown

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
'Red Hot Hits' IPYE
NSPL 282231

reaction to yet
another compilation album is, oh no, not again.
But this one is just a little
different For a start the
record itself, or rather the
The

vinyl

it's red.

Yes,

That's got it a few buyers,
just for novelty value.
Then there are the tracks
themselves
14 guaranteed disco dancers plus
one, notable and some
what strange exception.
The 'Brotherhood Of Man

seem

get

to

in

everywhere nowadays.
However, 'Save Your
Kisses For Me'

is a

good

PAUL McCARTNEY
in America

STREETWALKERS

by

Sweet

Melba'Mooré s'This Is If
and 'You To Me Are

Everything'. It would be
hard to fault this album
because although it's
predictable, it's good.
Every track has been left
untouched and the
composition of each side
makes for fluid listening.
So, if you're a fan of good
poppy soul and you
haven't bought many

r

in Philadelphia

and the latest punk sensations

RAMONES
in New York City

SHIFT INTO GEAR WITH

SOUNDS

like 'the Eagles and that

could be 'their undoing.
Excellent but not innovative enough resulting
in comparisons which will
lessen its/ appeal in the
same way 'Americá
came in for it at the

y

beginning (and since

'Ir

actually). But If you're a
freak for this type of
sound here's another to
add to the collection.
David Hancock

4

-

JOE COCKER: distinctive

TROGGS: 'The
Trogg Tapes' (Penny
Farthing PELS 551)

ALAN PARSONS: touchofhorror

THE

Shuddering sounds
from Edgar- & Alan

Remember punk rock?
The Troggs were the
British masters of it in the
Sixties with records like
'Wild Thing', featuring
Reg Presley's vocal
imitations of a stone age
man Punk rock may
have died but somehow
the Troggs have kept
going. Trouble is, as this
album shows, is that they
are living in the past The
same heavy guitar riffs
throughout, the same
annoying pummeling of
the drums.
Even the
subtle, almost sexual,
gaps in their early hits are
missing. Although Presley sings well, the
rasping edge is missing.
Now they just sound
dated. The slower tracks
do at least shine in
comparison with the rest
of the songs. 'A Different

THE ALAN PARSONS'

PROJECT: 'Tales Of
Mystery And Imagination': Edgar Allan Poe
(Charisma GDS 40031
Producer Alan Parsons
has gathered a wealth of
talent to create a concept
album inspired by the
mysterious author. It is
an exciting interpretation
of Poe. making the best
of various techniques and
artists' qualities to paint a
sound picture. A touch of
the unreal is presented by
using a vocal decoder on
the eerie 'The Raven';and
Arthur Brown lends his
inimitable tortured growls,
on 'The Tell Tale Heart'.
The 'powerful voice of
recent singles, this
album for you

is

the

Adam Cummings
TRAVERS

(Pol-

ydor 2383395)

Dyke's congruous

drumming. Cowling fortunately has one of those
adaptable rock voices
which means he -can cope

with Chuck

Berry's

'Mabelline' or the more

John Miles Is put to good
use with that of Terry
Sylvester on ' The Cask Of
Amontillado', and on the
song about the asylum
where you couldn't tell
the patients from the
wardens, 'The System Of
Doctor Tarr and Professor

Fether. A convincing
instrumental takes up

most of side two, The Fall
Of The House Of Usher',
which would be a
creditable score for any
horror movie with its
cracks of thunder and
chilling winds. Play that
loud in a darkened room
and give yourself a little
shudder.

David Brown
subtle tones of J J Coles
'Magnolia', and a quick
G&W excursion with 'Hot
Rod Lincoln, There are
five Pat Travers numbers
and they stand up well
too. It's about time Robin
Trower and Rory Gallagher had some competition, this could be the
band to provide It

David Brown

FOOLS

GOLD:

'Fools

Gold' (Arista ARTY

1311

A few years ago there

wasn't enough of this
Colorado stuff, now there
may be a surfeit resulting
in overkill. This is from

/

the Eagles
Joe Walsh
stable with production
lobs by Walsh. Glen Frey
Dan
and Glyn Johns
Fogelberg has written a

Me'

features

all tastes
JOE COCKER: 'Stingray' (A&M AMLH 64574)
Another of Joe's superstar albums including the likes of
Eric Clapton, Albert Lee bind Bonnie Bramlett and its a
good 'urt The Sheffield gas fitter cruises through the
Bob Dylan reggae of 'The Man In Me' but is shown in
best light on the slower and more distinctive stuff. His
own' Born Thru' Indifference' is a beaus Only criticism
against Cocker is. that he sometimes uses unnecessary
background vocals (probably a hangover from his' Mad
Dog' days) and as if as a tribute to that time there's a
fairly definitive version of Russell' s'A Song For You'.
However you like your Cocker this'll suit you. Know
when he's coming back to Benai&

David Hancock

a

very

tender vocal from Presley
and the guitar work for
once restrained. The only
song on the album not
written by the band is
Rufus Thomas' 'Walk in
The Dog'.

Adam Cummings
SUTHERLAND BROTHERS AND QUIVER:
'Sailing' (Island ILPS
9358)
Not

a

new Sutherland

Brothers

and Quiver
album but a collection of
their material taken from
their Island days. Ironical
ly their success came this

year

with

another

company, though many
of these earlier numbers
have a lot to recommend
them. The title is taken

from

a

1972' Gavin

Sutherland's penned

note of irony
singlewhich

Cocker suits

Tst

in Birmingham

YES

for example does sound

i

You may have seen this
young Canadian guitarist's trio support Alex
Harvey on their recent
tour, and this, their, first
album, shows them to be
worth close scrutiny. Pat
doesn't miss a trick on
that black Fender and
he's in good company
with Peter 'Clog' Cowling's solid bass and Roy

Sweet

Sensation. indeed five of
the tracks are still in the
current Top 50 including

in candid conversation

Unfortunately as good as
they play it 'One By One'

ene track is older than six

'Sad

either whh harmonies and
steel guitar yoú dexpect

,

PAT

Dreamer'

ROD STEWART

of the songs.
Impressive line up ehl
And the music ain't bad
few

selling point for any
album. Of the rest, only

months,

roars its way into
summer speeds joining

aff

again a
creeps in
will be remembered for its
hit version by Rod
Stewart. Other tracks are
taken from the albums
'The Sutherland Brothers
Band' (1971), 'Lifeboat'
(1972)
both without
Quiver, and 'Beat Of The
Street' and 'Dream Kid'
with Quiver.
(1974)
The odd track out is the
1973 single, 'I Don't
Wanna Love You (but)
You Got Me Anyway',

-

worth

Alive.
and well

KISS:

KISS: 'Alive' (Casablanca CBSP 401).
Well if you caught their
recent British gigs here's
a

double -album

hearing.

Needless to say, all the
tracks are of the highest
possible standard and this

album offers a good
chance for those who
recently discovered the
band's delights to do
some catching up.
David Brown

me

mento. You know what
heavy rock
to expect
that has to be played loud
to be believed. Minus all
the theatrics they still
manage to generate teen
rock that's defiant and

-

'Hotter Than Hell'.

Musically they've come in
for a lot of bad stick and
because they strip things
down to basics for too

long

they

probably

it But the Kiss
Army don't care Judging
by the excitement they
manage to whip up on an
outing which is ahead of
their somewhat dire
deserve

studio albums. If you rate
yourself an arrogant punk
this is for you
David Hancock

LOU RAWLS: 'All
Things In Time' (Philadelphia PIR 81368)
"Shine a light on Lou

gall." Well the
light's been absent for
some time but here he is
Rawls

With those Gamble and
Huff people. 'Spose it's
to his credit WS not

completely bowled over
by the 'cream cheese
sound but retains his own
ballad phrasing style that
made him unique in the

mi&Sixties. Nevertheless
the whole thing is too
clean and MOR to appeal
to any but the dedicated

Disappointing.
David Hancock

-

-

well

KISS: basics

DON'T
MISS MIST

DOROTHY
MOORE
EXT

-
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tains and we sip wine
while listening to the
birds whistling outside.
All very Woman's Institute.
Coming in like a
magical puff of smoke,
Alex complains about the
difficulty getting a cab,
apologies for being late,
relaxes in half a minute
flat and on request gives a
quick resume of the
band's latest album (to be
released In July ).
"All the songs are
quick, short and to the

h' Roll business machine

starts.

Critics
"A young band kick off,
they get two or three hit
records, then the critics
knock them and say they
can't play. Well they
never get the chance to
learn, Like there's no
sweaty places to learn the
trade, as it were, and the
next thing they know
they're playing in a big
concert hall and they've

Have they written more
stuff?
"Yeah. There's a great
song that the plano

player. Hugh, wrote.

called 'Sir Rocco' which is
really romanUc (laughs)
y'know under the desert
skies an' all that aorta

stuff.

"Y'know I'm really

pleased that the band's
developed. There's another great track that Zal
came up with which we've

got' a manufactured
crowd, a whole manufactured business and show
page ads everywhere. I
think we'll lose a lot of
potential talent because
of that."
He cohtlnues: "You see

progressed and embellished. called 'The Dogs
Of War', which was funny
because afterwards we
saw the headlines In the

I

Daily Express about
those mercenaries on trial
The

don't hear many

mistakes. I would like to
hear bad mistakes. Some
of Elvis's first records
glared with mistakes that
were beautiful. But I
don't get them now. It

song's

pretty horrific
a great

would've made
soundtrack for the trial. "
Alex maintains the new
album IS simpler than
most SAHBIong players.
"I've always tried to be
simple," he states, "Ya
know it's very difficult to
beat a 12 bar blues or a
Hank Williams song."
The band are currently
in the chart with their
goodtime single. 'Boston
Tea Party' (which will
also be Included on the
album). Alex Is knocked

/

Then Alex formed a
jazz band with yours truly
on trumpet. Hose -pipe
jeans were swapped for
tool suits, Real ace
smartness.
During this period Alex
entered a talent contest .

kids have something
that's fresh. Let's say
that's how the whore Rock

Mistime."

Angola.

What did he think about
the biz today? Had It
changed much since, say
the last two decades?

-

point and the band has
taken much more of a
hand in being involved

In

We'd' go to a hotel near
Loch Lnmmond and bring
out our guitars and it just
began to develop from

"I think the whole
business, the way it's
done Is completely out a'
date. There's some
amazing bands about, but
it seems to me the whole
structure Is the same as
20 years ago."
Isn't It still wholesome
fun?
"Not really," he reek
ons, "I would like to see
some really young groups
12yearolds, even eight
year. olds doing somé
thin "
He elaborates: "Y'see,

arrive half an hour
early. Alex isn t home.
Trudy, his wife, enter
I

gets cleaned and as a
result the sweat and the
dirt under the finger nails
gets lost. "
Judging by the way
Aléx is talking I doubt
whether he was manufactured. He started by
"Panda busking". I ask
him to be more explicit,'
but to save words he
shows me an ancient
scrap book comprising
happy snaps of the young

rocker (circa 1983-e0).
His very first combo
Innocently emites up from

\

there."

and

The

in

"We

played every-

where, four or five hours

night. We played
everything from Muddy
Waters tunes, Hank
Williams tunes, pops of
the day, to be -bop
a

things."

Were you writing a lot
In those days?
"Och", he remembers

somewhat horrified. "It
was murder. 'I love my
baby and she loves me,
one, two, three, oh can't
you see' (he laughs). But
people danced to It. "
I ask If It would be as
much fun for him if he
were a flash, rude kid just
starting up today?
"If I was starting up
now l wouldn't do It at all
the way It's being
done. Because of what it
does, it turns boys Into old
men overnight. I know
kids nowadays who are
half my age and they're
broken already."
We talk about several of
the teenybopper bands
who are currently In
SHOCK
vogue, and
.

that. They think, well
he's been around a lot of
groovy musicians, which
I have, but
there's a
strange thing sets M.
Those kids have the
enthusiasm, the warmth.
Their. music Is not so
much to Impress but to
a feeling.
I
think they've got a coupla

circulate
stars

In

that

really do."

band.

I

Alex, definitely

and pence signs In the

of the

eyes

record

moguls?
"Well look a' Elvis and
the colonel! Poor Elvis.
That's my Idol The time I
saw his first photograph,
heard his first record. I
was In love with It. I
thought man oh man what
else canae young boy be"
But
"He was srwoh
now he's become cut off,
and by cutting yourself
off you become what Elvis
has become Almost like
a reflection of yourself.
Something people expect
you to be. instead of being

.

,Js

this was the
breeding ground," he
explains. "We used to go
camping with all our
guitars an' stuff to get
away from Glasgow.

Jan Iles

In
a

stage and sees who can
collect the biggest crowd.
It's as simple as that.
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wanna be a

by

various entertainers

hype. Everybody's got

one street, and there's no

'

...

'I'm not a

Johnny.
"See,
ú

"Itié way I look at It,"
he concludes, "is there's

no

#

manufactured? Pounds

:-r

star'

keep on

Moguls
But don't you thin k a lot
of the teen dreams are

he likes the
Rollers ono schlock
"I like young bands, I
like the Rollers and
people are surprised at

quiff. snarling lip, gangster -pose and skintight

And he'll
keeping on.

Johnny
come lately,
has in fact been ón the
boards for some 23 years.
and although very Insane
has a distinct streak of
sanity which has enabled

REVELATION I Alex

don't even

him to survive.

I'm not

comparing myself with
Elvis at all, and I'm not a
star. In fact I. don't
wanna be a star. "

confesses

star. In fact

o

what you are,

Jeans.

1

caw

-

,,

-

I

Yeah, a dead
ringer for. today S spiv

won.

Incongurous headline in
one press clipping gushes: ' SCOT'LA ND'S TOM
MY STEELE!"
Most of the pies In the
album show Alex
various dance hall bands.
Girls In hooped skirts and
stilettos, boys In boxy
suits writhing and jiving.

the pages.
My eyes feast upon
pretty boy Alex of maybe
18 years. He's wearing a

brilliant Brylcreamed

.t'.

aSl[-]

out that It's knocking -up
sales, but as he says: "UT
was knee selling records
I'd do It In a different way

entirely."

4Qw

''

_.

1

0

ALEX LIVES in a
breezy, tree -lined
part of town quasisophisticated,
but dow-n - to earth
enough for wife
Trudy to chat to the
locals at the shops.

.
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The information here was correct at the time' of
going to Press:
However, it may be subject to change so we advise you to check
with venues concerned before travelling to a gig. Telephone
numbers are provided where possible.

CORBY, Nags Head, Real Thing
DUN DEE, Calrd Hall (22399) Silk.
GLASGOW, Apollo (041.332 6055).
Electric Light Orchestra

UwM

-4

GLOUCESTER

JUNE 24
B ATLEY, Variety Club (475228), Del

Shalmo
B LACKBURN, Cavendish (662662),
Sheer
Elegance

B LACKBURN,

Golden

Disco Tex

Palm

(50101).

BOURNEMOUTH, Cardinal Club.

Emperor Rosko Roadshow
EXETER. The University, (77911), Bob
Marley and the Wailers/ Scaffold.
HEREFORD, Crystal Rooms (67378),
Gaya 'n' Dolls
LEICESTER, Baileys (26462). Jimmy
Helms
LONDON, Battersea Town Hall, Geno
Woablogbol Rock Island Line
SHEFFIELD, City Hall (27074). J. J.
Barrie
STEVENAGE, Arts Centre (66291).
Fs ankle Miller Rand/ Diversions
STOKE, Baileys (23958), Jimmy James
and the Vagabond.

JUNE 25
AXMINSTER, Guild Hall, City Boy
BATLEY, Variety Club (475226). Del
Shannon

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas (021-643
9413). Ohio Player
BIRMINGHAM, The University, Emperor Ras ko Roadshow

BLACKBURN,

Cavendish

Sheer Ele6aere

(662662)1

BRADFORD, The University (34135).

G

Band

CARMARTIIEN, Trinity College, Grao
Washington

DARLINGTON, Incognilos, Exciters.
FALMOUTH, Club Inlernationa, Foundations

GILLINGHAM, New Community Centre,
Real Thing

'LEEDS,Town Hall (31301), J. J. Barrie
LONDON, Bedford College. Regents
Park, Supercharge
NEWCASTLE, Mayfair (23109), Disco
Tex
STOCKTON, Incognitos, Exciters.
STOKE, Baileys (23958). Jimmy James
sad the Vagabonds

City College of
Technology ( 35881), City Boy
GUILDFORD, Civic Hall (67314), AC/ DC
HEREFORD, Crystal Rooms (67378),
Gun and Dolls

ILFORD, Kings, Brother Lees
LEEDS. The University (39071), Bob
Marley and the Wailers/Consoles
LEICESTER, Baileys (26482). Jimmy
Helms
LONDON, Rock Garden. Covent Garden
(01-240 39611,Scaffold

MALVERN, Three Counties

Showgrourd, G Rand/ Medicine head) J.
J. Barrie
MALVERN. Marquee, Real Thing

MANCHESTER, Sklndles (25115).
Alberto, I Los Trios Paranoias

NORWICH, Cromwrlls Club, Edwards
Street (621909). Geno W ashington

SALTLEY, SI.

Peters College,

Disc rs loos
SKEGNESS, Sands Show Bar. Dana.
SOUTIIPOR't, New Theatre (40404),
Ohio Players
STOKE, Baileys (23948), Jimmy James
and the Vagabonds

S

Ilk

J
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JUNE

27
ABERDEEN,Capitol (23141), Silk
BIRMINGHAM, Mayfair Suite (021-643
2137 ), AC/ DC

r

BRISTOL, Tiffanys (34057), Disco Tex
CIIESTER FIELD, Aquarius (70188),
Brother Ices
CREWE, Brunswick Hotel, Nantwlch

Road, Tony Rose
CROYDON, Fairfield lialls (01688 9291),
Ohio Players
CROYDON, Greyhound (01688 0973),
Erie Burdon Band

I

r

LEICESTER, Baileys, Exciters
LONDON, Victoria Palace (01-834 1317),
Frankle Milled Diversions
MANCHESTER, Belle Vue (061.223
2927). Bob Marley and the Railees/Consul.
NEWCASTLE, City Hall (20007),
Electric Light Orchestra
NOTTINGHAM, Heart of the Midlands,
Guys 'o' Dolls
RUGELEY, Leas Hall Club, Del
Shannon

WAKEFIELD, Theatre Club (75021),
New Seekers'

S 109.1

.1

JUNE 26
ASHFORD, Stour Centre (21177),
Show eddy waddy
BATLEY, Variety Club (475228), Del
Shannon

BLACKBURN, Cavendish (662662),
Sheer Elegance
CIRENCESTER, Corn Hall, Emperor
Roskoa Roadshow

(MAKE

I

I

I

DISCO TEX:back in Britain and doing the rounds, he can be seen at Newcastle (Mayfair) on Frid8 y

JUNE

28

BATLEY, Variety Club (Leeds 475228),

Labi Siffre
DONCASTER, Outlook Club, City Boy
LEICESTER, Baileys (26462), Exalters
LEICESTER, Phoenix, Kragaah
LIVERPOOL, Empire (051-709 1555),
Electric Light Orchestra
NOTTINGHAM, Heart of the Midland,
Goya 'n' Dolls

WAKEFIELD, Theatre Club

A DATE

(75021),

New Seekers

WITH
RECORD

MIRROR

,/

EVERY
WEEK

Tug
JUNE

29

BATLEY, Variety Club (Leeds 475228).
Labl Siffre
CHESTERFIELD, Aquarius (70188),
Brother Lees.
LEEDS, Cats Whiskers, Disco Tex
LEICESTER, Baileys (26462), Exciters
LONDON, Kings College, City Boy
MANCHESTER Didsbury College,
MANCHESTER,
Washington
Wilmslow Road,
NOTTINGHAM, Heart of the Midlands,
Goya 'a' Dolls
WAKEFIELD, Theatre Club (75021).
New Seekers

II I.
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potboiler, as with all these stories, Is
will the fare. be left behind or grow
up with the band? Certainly at this
gig anyway, the fans found some
difficulty In making the transition
The streams and name - shrieks of

r

traditional teenypop adoration

Re -conditioned G Band
THE O BAND.

/

London.
IT MAY be an offence to drop litter,
but the Glitter Band look`ns though
they're going to get away with It
And that despite the loss of Gary, the
tinsel. and judging by this half fllled gig, a few fans.
It is a brave band that dispenses
with all that made it famous,
especially when that band fails to top
up with new Ideas, but those kids
'who turned up didn't seem too
bothered by all the. changes that
have been going on.
The band's aim, as highlighted by
Is to
G Band
the new name
leave behind all that went before On
stage the only links with the past,
apart from the memories. are the old
songs spliced here and there
"Angel Face', 'Tears That I Cried'.
Only Gerry Shepherd and Harvey'
Ellison showed any sign of costume

-

strangely out of place
accompanying the walling guitar
solo on 'Stay With Me Baby' or the
Floydy bit of moog that tagged onto
their rfew single 'Don't Make
Promises'. Two yearn ago such

seemed

Imperial allege,

-

-

a

Y
ear
s

_A
.

G BAND: memories
glitter, and the Overall atmosphere

of the set was more at an explosion

than pop

It's

the old, old story. Pop band

seeks softie sort of musical
credibility. That's not to say they're
going ultra - heavy, but the

Indulgences would have been taboo
for any pop band. Now they're
acceptable
gradually Introduced
In an attempt to show some tangible
form of maturity
No doubt the kids will grow.lnto IL
The band has too strong a rapport
with an audience for patience not to
prevail. And who could forget the
sight of these two flailing drummers
working In unison? No. the new reconditioned G Band should make IL
Perhaps a few more stage Ideas and
a bit more Imagination
In the

-

arrangements of songs, but that's
about all.
They've dropped the litter It now
remains to be seen whether they will
clean upafterwarda
MARTIN THORPE

.
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Retrdj Mwt,oa weekly quick to Contotd,TV, Radia and
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group The (ltlellalns (are
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TV

say, these Showaddy
fellows aren't bad, what?
i

1.7

what goes where?:

I

111,
and w'hy aren't that bunch of bounders wearing dinner
ketsT"
Before Caruthers could put his monocle to his eye the band of ruffians
re on stage leaping about and playing some of that rowdy stuff they
, illiock' n' Roll.
It was a strange combination, the drapecoats contrasted sharply with
formal Clothes and the band were sharing a bill with Humphrey

V.

-

'SO IT GOES' Granada TV's new late night
rock Magazine programme collies to the
screens next month.

l

©

f

In]

rleton and a belly dancer.
:tut it was all part of the fun, with Showaddywaddyy having the energy
power to break down any barriers and inhiblUons,
Their nonstop review coon had everyone jiving in the marquee,
pite the fact It was the early hours of the morning, and It had cost a
p,'e latims and

I1\TIÁK'K / New Victoria,

orlon

:/1?I THE start it was clear
it FIInUock's New Victoria
erl on Saturday was going to
the sort of show that Is best
lured by consenting young
odic,,
On offer were five

,oulhful chaps, with svclt

ueares, boyish good looks, clean
,

cti a nd a regular TV show.

It was an unbeatable
nibinabon which attracted an
my of wild yang women As it
nrned out the se were a hard core
old loyal Flintlock fans, too few to
,II the hall but certainly loud
«rough to drown a couple of
I'estordes.
Dressed in outfits that looked
.urprisingly sober the lads
pencil up their set with a couple
one
"f their own compositions
slow, one fast. Next on the menu
lame a confident version of Billy
do an's 'I Can Help', followed by
an even better version of
Bachman TurnerOverdrlve's hit,
'Y'ou Ain't Seen Nothing Yet',
Little attempt was made to excite
the lens with gimmicky stage
presentation, instead the band
concentrated on their music.
The first real surprise of the
evening was provided by
drummer Mike Holloway who
hall way through the act
delivered a brutal drum solo, It
started out as a military tattoo,
accelerated and decelerated

-

through a series of rhythmic
bursts and finally faded out_

Though at

P:,

lin

jjjj

to

Flintlock's
Natural
unbeatable 'barn reggae
BOB MARLEY AND THE
/ Hamcombination WAILERS
mersmith Odeon, London
I

Rocks spots should have
been Steve ~hems Rand,
but there were apparently
Muslclans' Vann problems with their film, so
they used a to Short
extract from the Jews
Roden Band.
One of the regular
feature. Is u look at an
album dewlgner, the fleet
one has unusual camera
angleands of Peter Bloke
talking about his 'Sgt
Pepper' design, while the
Roger limn
Reread
about
bout beds and

IN`

from the new 'Trocaderti album lived up

are fitting in well with the stage act.
Even Cam thers had to admit that it was simply super. DAVID BROWN

I

Premier new talent
exposed on the programme's Opportunity

It will feature live groups and singers in the etudlo,
new albums, fresh talent and flashback spot».
The first programme
goes out on Saturday,
July 9 at 10.45 pm ATV,
11.111 Granada, and 11.45
\
!
Yorkshire. It will not be
architecture.
shown on London Week
There ale also irrelej
¡
w
tend, but they will e of
vant bits of film and Clive
Of
the second, ,hod the rest
.
Jame» doing his thing
the nine part series.
¡gain.
j
v,
They are trying to make
In their attempt to 'he
the programme as lively
relevant and clever they
they are it
as possible
.1',üs
to have missed
seemed
as o sort of Seventies
the opportunity for a firei
answer to the Sixties TV
4
class contemporary ern
programme 'Ready
sic programme that we
Steady Go', but this tends
and
have needed
to take music out of itself,
TONY
WILSON:
inregrettably still nerd
balmaking an untidy
on British TV. Sail. at
ance of music and troduces 'So /t Goes'
least they are trying, so
hun,our.
The first programme it's a start In use right
Judging by the Ilret two
features American singer direction.
programmes at least, the
DAVIDBROWN
result Is to arty smarty Tnm Waits, Irish folk
and It is the music
which presumably the
show has been modelled
amund thaoiosee out.
Introducing the series
le Tony Wilson, who

_'id raw

lane to get in.
Those numbers

- but

It Goes'

'So

I11 WADD\ W ADDY / Trinity College, Oxford
key there's something strange going on here " Smythe Jnr. indicated
llis buddy Cantthera. "For starters what's the May Ball doing
on
'tine

fni

they the on
Irish
group TV convenient),
and Sutherland Brothers
And /juiver,

times

a

bit

uncontrolled, it was never the less
a gripping display.
Back to full strength again the
band had a brave bash at a
couple of Beatles' hits. There was
a (air rendition of 'Twist And
Shalt' after which they scuttled
through 'Can't Buy Me Love'
complete with three-part vocal
harmony.
It was a weU mixed offering.
with the emphasis all thktime on
musicianship rather than show-

THE ETHOPIAN

manship. There were solid
Performances from guitarists
Jamey and John, while keyboard

man Bill served up some startling
rock and roll piano
in the end it wan the Mt single
'Dawn' that proved to be the
Climax of the show for the young
lam. But even after that the band
were able to keep the momentum
going with a couple of Phil

Spector and Showaddywadde
numbers for their encore.
BF%'CKILEY LEGGE

MARLE Y: natura!

-

ELO
,,;

't1

-

-

-

flag was)

lowered as Bob Morley and the
Wailers stepped on to the stage.
An abundance of red twinkling
lights were beat_itlfully in time
with the pulsating rhythms of the
lethal kick - off number,
'Trenchtown Rock',
Marley sang from the heart
while his ten piece band were
chugged along gloriously,
The opener was closed with a
roaring "Rastafarl" from Bob,
stirring his Brethrens' hearts.
The show was filled ale
Marley specials 'Dem Bellyful)
(with a thumping sizzling bass
solo from Aston Family Man
Barrett) 'I Shot The Sheriff',
'Lively Up Yourself' and
'Positive Vibrations'.
Never have I seen such a
charismatic figure adorning
Hammersmith's stage Bob
Marley doesn't act out being a
star, he's a natural. More often
than not he was dancing on stage,
his dreadlocks reeling like live
snakes as he twisted and twirled,
skipped and stomped, seemingly
defying the law of gravity.
The encore, running a full halt
hour. Included the poignant 'Rat
Race', with too - true lines like
'Oh It's a disgrace to see the
human race In the rat race'
This seagued Into 'War'. a
speech by Haile Selassie put to
music. Finally the meaningful
'Get Up Stand Up', with Marley
urging them to "standup (or your
rights. "
Pictures of Marcus Garvey and
Halle Selassie served as a
backdrop remaining everyone
that the concert wasn't pure
frivolity. But I think most people
got the .message that night, as
well as thoroughly enjoying
themselves in the process.
JAN 11-ES

-

o

String along

with

/

-

SHOW ADDYWADDY

S

4

-

a.

seems In danger of

becoming same of the TV
personalities you either'
rave about or can't stand
W hear speak
but then
the Controversial sort

lit

-

r

I

0

.,r

seem to get the viewers.
Il le script is quick and
clever, but, of u rather
embarrasdng sickly hu-

mour rather than off the
cuff epontsnaelty. Of the
show he says: "You'll
find tie In the record racks

==

..

1111

t

under 'literate rock

show', which gives you
ome Idea of our tensions,

Intentions and pre.

ELO: all action
ELOINew Vlcorla,london
THE EASY way for.a group to
add strings to their sound these
days Is to use a synthesiser. The
hard way is to use two cello
players and violinist.
ELO have been doing It thé
hard way for years and It seems
mare satisfying (providing you
can get the balance right), and
especially when the cello player
decides he Is going to play It
behind his head.
As any music master will tell
you, the cello is not meant for
playing rock on, but Hugh
McDowell brake all the rules
knocking out a 12 -bar riff, but
saved himself tram disgrace by
neatly turning It hito the 'Flight
Of The Bumble Bee'.
Jeff Lynne was in fine form, as
was Bev Bevan, surrounded by
all manner. of percussion and
unlike many drummers actually
using them all.
They went back through most
of their past achievements and an
all action finale was ensured by
doing 'Roll Over Beethoven',
which might have been aptly
written Just for them.
The number enabled them to
pull out all the stops, with the
string section battling against the
rest. It was difficult to make out
who won, but when someone hits
you it's the punch that counts, not
which fist delivers it.
The Steve Gibbons Band
"reassured their promise in an
accomplished opening set. The
capabilities of both bands ensure
an exciting evening's entertainment and a hot tour,
DAVID BROWN

1/tendons."

Look for

..

SUTHERLAND BROTHERS AND QUIVER:
featured on first programme
'TOP OF THE Pops' man
in the hatseat this week Is

,

GUESTS an Cleo fame's
Show on BBC), Thursday,
9.30 pm are Swingle II
and Cy Grant, plus the
John Dank worth Orches-

tra.

David Hamilton, BBC

1,

pm
AT 10. 15 Oman 'Omnibus'
film's leading song and
dance man Gene Kelly
talks about his career,
with those golden film
7. 15

Ensemble recorded at the
Hammersmith Odeon,
On Sunday, at 5 pm

'Insight', features Blue

Noel joins

Eyed Soul.
RADIO 'CLYDE'S 'Tartan Thirty' is aired an
Sunday afternoon at5 pm,
whén Bill Smith in-

troduces the week's

race ace
Hunt

clips Including the immortal 'Singing In The

Rain,'

VERA LYNN'S guests ea

Friday at pm pmm

include Lynsey De Paul
and Roger Whittaker,
BBC 2.

chart's. On Saturday at
10.20 pm there Is the
secend part of the Erie
Carmen interview, follow.
ed at 11 pm by the Raclin
Clyde Roadahow.
For Glasgow late night
listeners. Clyde has Tom
Ferrie's album Analyst*
on Friday at 11 pm,

so..

RADIO ONE'S DJ and
racing fanatic Noel
Edmonds Is to drive with
British race ace James
Hunt in the Texaco tour of
Britain July 9.11.,
They will drive Vauxhalls sponsored by Recelle / John Day Model
Can and are pictured

i

(right) with Reveille
editor Alan Garrott.

Listen for

,

.

.

RADIO ONE: Elton John
Story part 5 at 1 pm on
Saturday, June 26.
In Concert at 5.30 pm
features Rick Wakeman
and the English Rock

NOEL EDMONDS {cent re4 James Hunt
and Alan Garrott

fight,
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by Robin Katz

BACK IN the Sixties
a Baltimore based

quartet called The

Vandels pri'ded

themselves on being
the shadows at their
hopes, The Temptations.
So good were the
Vandels at moving and
singing like the Tempts

that somebody called
their bluff.

M

Crintptf1. WI- ''-.4
MIXED up

I"PAC

readers rule! A great
set of entries from you
matchclever
makers to our_ 'Silly

Marriages' competition.

FIRST PRIZE (All

Four years

Three of UA'S 'many
Sides of Rock and Roll') I
lo Alison (' Doper of
Belsall Common, Coy
entry, for her entry

recruited to replace

departing tenor Eddie
Kendricks. The vauxlel
we speak of Is Damon
Harris
Harris stayed with the

'If

Tempts for four years.
Then he went back to join
his old Baltimore mates
The Vandels became
Impact.
They signed with Ateo

tin ntic 1, pulled

MFSB's blue eyed sail
brother Bobby Ell out of

Philly

to produce them.

have just released
their debut album.

and

Donald Tilghman

('whine glasses give him
an almost David Ruffin
look), went back to the
group's beginnings: "We
took the name Vandels
originally because we
were terrorising Baltimore in a very beneficial
way.

Trendy
"The people came to see

when they were hot
and tense and frustrated
and we destroyed their
hang ups and replaced it
with something good.
us

"This was 1968 and like
most groups we were in
love with The Temptations. They were the
trendsetters and we were
known locally for being a
parallel to them onstage.
Our overall 'sound' had
their feel. And it worked
for us. We got a recording

contract with the lsley
Brother's T Neck label
when it first started.
'That was in 1970"

noted the studious John

Simms.

"Their initial

idea was to mould us even
more towards the Temp.
(aeons. We got as far as
releasing a few singles as
the Young Temptations

before legal action

brought the use of the
'name toe hall "

IMPACT (left to right/:

Donald Tilghman,

John Simms, Damon
Harris, Charles Timmons (Right): their
mascot
By the time Harris

I

``

A

1

!
..

elt

departed the Tempta-

tions, his old friends had
matured and wanted lo

y.,

-

T

'r

we'd

Mac,

have

a

Plastic Mac).
Ten soul stacks are
also on their way to the
Runners Up.

The response to this
so
humorous, we couldn't

competition was

resist publishing
of your

en-

Martin Millet

of

a

MINNIEi.

"It's a better mar
riagc'' says Barris
a

completely satisfied with
what he hears."

Impact won't

be leap -

mg on the road as the

opening act for anyone
just yet. Harris wants to
steer the group through a
steeplechase of interviews and TV appearances before they try to

capture

the

public's

attention.
Eight years together as
friends and all those

to

marriage.
MOON
Minnie Ripperton became a Minnie Moon by
marrying Keith Moon
(from Philip Dodd,
Cheshire). And when
she married Mickey
Mouse
(Derek
Fake, Airshirel.
Jasper Carroll mar

there Is healthy interest In'

become a

years of playing around
Baltimore have taught
Impact to wait for what
they want.
Meanwhile their single
'Happy Man'Is starting

simmer In the,
American charts anda

import shops. The,
album will be released
here within weeks.
Damon Harris' presence
the

I feel, should rouse,
plenty of Interest

alone

rietl

Juicy Lucy

to

Juicy Carroll

(Cindy Ward yet
a g a i n)
Dusty
.

Springfield

.

TrTüit

7

'Beach Boys Ode '

F

married

Daryl and became a
Dusty Hall( H. Snowden

i

.

People In Neasden don't do that. But they
can dream about it. Certainly much of the

merged with Alvin

to become
Stardust (frorr

and Pudsey's Peter
Ilousencroft told us B
Andrea True married
Barry Blue she'd be
Adrea True Blue and
M. Flint of Retford and
Malcom Lowing of
Morden said if Linda
Carr eloped with Bryan
Ferry she'd be Linda
Carr Ferry.

,,

n

- 1.4

Í
(

yI.

1

.

1

5

,

co m
petition regular Oraham _Betts (of Rick
martsworth, Herts) went
wild with entries: If
Chukka Kahn married
cricketer Alan Knott

would have Lita Roza

Lind. Then if they
divorced and Lila
married Leon Russell

11

,'

I

t: e,
1

Send your entries to 'All Summer Long',
Soul Mirror, Spotlight House, 1 Benwel
Rd, London N7 7AX. Poems must be in by

t

she'd be Chaka Khan

WIN

)

BEACH

BOYS'

Mike Love

ROTA L/ND
RUSSELL/

week in

hitched with Helen
Reddy they'd be a
and Reddy'
'Rough
couple says John Ro
gers from Liverpool.

SOUL

.MIRRO

Stockton -on -Tees).
And finally, a big kiss

from the Assistant

Editor to the brilliant

Ted Neal of Cambridge

for this one: If Lite Roza
"married Bob Lind you

an

album every

(Ronal Melhuish of

.a

.

.

you guessed. She'd be
Roza (And Russell.

And if Marvin Gaye ran
oft with Doris Day, R
would be a Gay Day I A.
Owen of Bolton).

y

1

STARDUST

DUSTY.

Overworked

If Jimmy Ruffin

'Pet Sounds'.

30.

I

Wright of Manchester). Foxx wed Tommy Hunt
she'd be Ines Foot Hunt
( Terry Law of Kent)

Beach Boys appeal is the fantasy of all
those lazy hazy summer days. Write, me a
poem of 12.15 lines using Beach Boys song
titles and you could win a Beach Boys
album.

Wednesday, June

.

of Manchester) and alsc

Knott (cannot). If Little
Betty Wright took,Eva married Cliff
vows with Budgie's Richard she'd become
Burke Shelley to become Little Richard (Melvin
a Wright Burke (Rob Palmer of Kent), if Inez

Surfing, swimming, sunbathing and
you can't fool me.
chasing girls

PRIZES: Like musical love letters, poetry is e
creative art. So there will be three winners, all of
wham will receive copies of the Beach Boys' 'Twenty
Golden Hite' (to be released within a fortnight), 'Wild
Honey' doubled up with 'Friends' and the historic

_

IL

1'

.

Snowden again). Both
D. Verdier of Londoc

-

-

Staples' Idea of a perfect

liberated opportunity.

Dusty

.

e
.

Bristol married Dolly
Parton to Donny Osmond and gol a Dolly
Osmond. Malcolm Lowing of Surrey matched
her with Tony Bird and
produced a Dolly Bird.
A Dolly Dylan was G.

anyone else.

This lime round we have
the freedom In the studio.
"The studio is a funny
place" continued Harris
"There are .a lot of
performers who go Into It
and just get discouraged.
But I think we were all
surprised at how much
feeling got unleashed in
the studio We cut the
album in a month. And
we like to listen to it
Some artists never listen
to their own stuff. Bu l it's
had If you put out an
album you don't like. On
the other hand, a true
professional Is never

married Joe Loss she'd
be G for la Gaynor Lass.
SECOND PRIZE to R.
Hawke of Plymouth for
'If Tina Charles married
[J
the Big Hopper would
1:1
she be a Tina Hopper'?
THIRD PRIZE to Cindy
Ward of Preston who
wrote 'If Francolse
Hardy married Bobby
Bloom she'd be Francolse Hardy Bloom'
(Cindy also mentioned if DOLLY.
the Plastic Ono Band
merged with Fleetwood

tries:

instead of emulating
confidently "We have

-

Gloria Gaynor

selection

get back to making
musical magic again
Only this time they would
sound like themselves

\

Stardust

.

1
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ago one of the group was
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f

'
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ELTON JOHN

The Bitch is Back

FELLOW

10 CC.

ANDY KIM

JOCKS!

Wall St. Shuffle

Rock Me Gently

CHARLEY RICH

BARRY WHITE

Behind Closed Doors

Your my First My Last

DAVID BOWIE

RUBETTES

ina de.e+ you need atihe
prices you aka are on
Who esnund, Black List

STANDALONE STEWARTON
KILMARNOCK AYRSHIRE

Only 12150 WP 75p

STARKIE
S

"Ida
Many sets
Large S.A E

Nigh Street, SoNord 6
No callers

367

01-808 8923

* DJ's *

AMP MODULES 1ZSw019
t01ro

(15á.

LIGHTING

High Street. Harlington. Middx. 01-759

mom,

MIXERS
Mono 12100, both

19720

whh,uto

tmdOFFL
e. Lo Lai,.
Lot lno 125w m

B

LIghton Bureard
99

n
2716

Et

--

TOPLESS

Ask for Manager at
Crackers
734 4917

Rebel Rebel
Postage

a

-

-

-

b

Sugar Baby
Packing

2511

extra 'crony Quantity

Ongtclals from only C1.75 Inc' a&DI
LP's
Only E225llncl p&p)
Send a SAE for Lists of these unbeatable offers now ro
McGRATH & COMPANY

JAZZ

-

'Pine Kdge , Brood NgNaR1.

WMd,ake,

York

29.

L.IBhon
,ornad, Bab.

North

MARKET PLACE
JACKY BARNES
ERYL MAYNARD
RECORD MART
JILLY ROBINSON
CLASSIFIEDS
DISCO.SCENE

+

SD.v

5elpMan Electromcs Centre.

1063

GO-GO DANCERS

Cullom bonding .v14ó4 At
lighting
bmetr made to
order, TUAC
fort e.
Horn*
Cntiee
Pl.te Mon

regular weekly basis
TELEPHON E: 01-607 6411
and ask for the following:

To reserve advertisement space on

3

3 Ch dd
+eeeeecer /11.70 4 Ch
.0000.0,101 01725 I with odio

ChennI SIL 11550

110

MANAHMINT

MODULES.

WANTED

50

50w 11350 Pre
amps from BOO

Paver

JINGLES

~liable.. Nondescript, and tailor-made.
for more details

SCRATCH

Nolo ambo Close

-

Waterloo

AARYAR ELECTRONICS (DISCO DIVISION)
Bruce Grove. London N17 6RA (Tottenham)

7

SAE

I

/1nnot'

EX CHART SINGLES

Now's the chance to buy ,that 'Ho Record' for you,
cabochon
at only 37p each.
Listed below are but a small selection from our stock
P. McCARTNET & WINGS GLADYS KNIGHT

Midnight train to Georgia

12a
0 .10111

~NCR OFT

AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD

1

Jet

pep w

GET A LOOK BY SENDING

JINGLE
,MACHINES

TOP'OF THE POPS

AR AI

Sound to oon, consorters 11000w1
3.ohon Ilb'
<hen I9
SegudnUl .pond -to-light OW Kopf. 1241 Fuºlight /1e 501
Kol.k/Haw.11 Rye O sirens IS WI Flip flops 1741 sndb,.
1.100le
@1 s oul. COI 15-lords (4111 RMnbow .lrnbee
And there n
all. Quntlry dlecount Trade dl.cddn4. Capon dwcounts
Send for our Cash
Grry/M Ml Ord., Catalog,.

ñ

An4baou-.0074

ABRA

Why nod

berr,Yf

ELIINGHAMLONGSTREET
NORFOLK Ter

.

-

GREAT

'ELVIS COUNTRY'

!;I

MIRROR
DISCO
DON'T MISS OUT
!

Disco Mirror is now available on annual subscription' only
For you regular copies of the disc jockey monthly
cómplete the coupon and mail NOWwh,ch enclose the

-

of DISCO MIRROR for
Please send me the neat 12 edldore
made payable
annual suOscnpOon lee of [5.00 IChegue/PO

1

to Spotlight

Publications)
NAME

ADDRESS..................
TEL ..
House.
To Alen Donaldson. Disco Mirror. Spotlight
n'7 7AX Telephone. 01.607 6411.

11

..

.

.........

Unwell Road. London
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t
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Face the music

disgusting, well they're
right. How degrading
that a silly record like
'Combine Harvester' can
get to Number One. What
Is this country coming to?
G. Hewett,
RomIord,
Essex,

DEAR MAILMAN,
I would like to write to point out something that bugs me. It has occurred to me that
people don't care about music anymore, they just care about Images. For example
Cuff Richard's 'Devil Woman' is a very good record, but some people won't say so
because It's a Cliff Richard record and their friends may say, "you don't like HIM,
do you?" So Instead of saying yes, they pretend they don't, Just to save face. I think
It's Ume everybody/ell free enough to say they liked a Cliff Richard record as well as
a Led Zeppelin record.
G. Crow,

Rock 'n'
Soul

Poster
pains

me,"T
se

.

I am a rock fan, but I do
think that other types of
music have their parts to
play. Discos wouldn't be
the same without soul
records. An occaslónal
'freak' to a heavy track Is
great, but have you ever
got romantic to a Status
Quo record? I can't
understand other rock
fans who despise soul
music. May Rock and
Soul play their own roles
forever.
Mark Skett,
Sutton Cold f leld,
West Midlands.

Rock On!

_.i

leg. Including soul, disco,
Great
rock etc). compilations Sweet 'n'
DE AR MAILMAN,

I'd like

to congratulate

the record companies that
are bringing out those

ll

I

Send your questions to: Feedback, Record

BenwrU Road, London N7 7AX

Elton John fan
Wales
And to the reader
ho asked for Elton's
albums before 'Friends'
they were: 'Empty
Sky' (DJLPS 409),

-

'Elton John' (DJLPS

/rte). Tumbleweed Con-

(I1JLPS 410)

/

Shadows' by Nell
Sedaka a hit In Britain?
When I first heard It, I
thought It was a Top Five
record. Neil Sedaka rules
OK!
Alan Zile,
Wakefield,
The

DEAR MAILMAN,
This Is just to reply to
all 'ex -Sweet fans'. There
are sUll a lot of loyal fans
around who will follow

them to the end of the
road. When they return
from the States, they will
still be as brilliant as they
were when they left.
Sweet fanatic,
.

Hereford.

fudging by our mall,
you could well he right-

Who `Loves
Ya' Neil?
DEAR MAILMAN,
Why wasn't 'Love In

.

W.

Enough people didn't
buy It, OK I

ls someone paying you
for thin?

Shout all
about it!

Country
crop

DEAR MAILMAN.
Mott are back All of
you who thought that the
departure Of the brillaant
tan Hunter was lie end,
think again. Molt are
superb. Anyone who

Liberty
practice

t

record buying public

a stand against
sort of practices.
Then we could hopefully
hear more new material
from artists, Instead of
the Greatest Hits albumsand live recordings of
already over exposed
songs.

made
these

Michael Trottter,

Penge,
London SETA.

múst agree with

someone's remark In a
recent issue of Record
Mirror. They said the
British taste of music Is

The soap

box

L. In the

next multi

Mirror, Spotlight (louse,

Fats Fiver
five pound

'Sergeant

Domino. Can you let us
know the first line of the

PLEASE CAN you tell
me if The Real Thing

Mrs V. McClennan
Brighton,
Sussex.

'I

on

Off the Hook
COULD YOU please tell
me all the albums Dr
Hook have recorded,
also the address of their
fan club and finally Is It

true that guitarist

George Cummings has

left the group"
Michael Walshe
Ballyfermot.
Dublin 10

Their first four
albuh» were on CBS.
They are: 'Dr Hook',
'Sloppy Seamds', Belly
Up' and 'Ballad Of Lucy
Jordan'. The band then

moved lo Capitol

have a fan club?
Real Thing fan

Aberdeen.
Yes they do. It's run
by Angle Booth and you
can write to her at 30
Dale St, WOLVERH.A MPTON,Staffs.

Hooper's
hopped

!

-+4

ELTON JOHN

Follies' Future
AFTER THE success of
Rock Follies' with their
LP and the TV series,
but the failure of their
single, what do they
have planned for the
future?
S. F. Palmer

Fat en ha m.

Norfolk.

_

WHY DID Tony Hooper
leave the Strawbs and
what has happened to
him since?
Andy Smith
C osspool,
Sheffield.
Tony left' In the
Autumn of 1972 after the
'Grave New World'
album. He did scene
producing for a while
but It 1s not known what
he Is currently doing.

'How Dare You' on
Mercury. Their singles
are Donna'. 'Johnny

Another serlee featuring 'the tittle ladles'
le due to be recorded In
the Autumn and another
album Is likely to be
released.

All out
COULD YOU tell -me the
singles that Alex Harvey has released and

also the singles and
albums that 10cc have
released?
Paul Landrey
Solihull.

Don't Do It', 'Rubber
Bullets', 'The Dean And

I', 'The Worst Band In

The World', 'Wall Street
Shuffle', 'Silly Love' and

'Waterfall' (originally
the 'B' -side of 'Rubber
Bullets'). 'Life Is A
Mlneetrone', 'I'm Not In
Love', 'Art For Art's
Sake' and 'I'm Mandy,
Fly Me'.

April shower
I

AM

a

great fan of the

Shadows, can you
please tell me how high
their single 'Let Me Be
The One' got In the
Charts?

Patrick Keeman

Retreat 12.

latest single 'Doesn't

quite make It'. I thought
It was badly produced.

The material was
brilliant for the LP but It

wasn't put over In the best

technical manner. It

sounded better on TV In
plain mono.

S.F. Palmer.
Sculthorpe
Norfolk.
Your letter hoe been
passed on the the
producer, who will be

released any other
singles apart from: 'I
Believe In Love': 'You'll
Always Be A Friend':

'Emma': 'Brother
Louis';

'.A

Chlld'a

Prayer'; 'Disco Queen';
'You Sexy Thing':

'Don't Stop It Now' ; and
'Heaven lain The Back
Seat Of My Cadillac'?
P. Cartwright,
Nr Ches ter field,
Derbyshire

MIL
1114111
ALEX HARVEY

Yea. You missed out
'You Could Have Been A
COULD YOU please tell
Lady' and although
melt Sweet are going to 'Heaven is In The Back
do a British tour this
Seat Of My Cadillac'
was due to have been
year?
A tick Reynolds,- released as the new
single oil Friday June 11
Ktniock Rannoch,
It was changed to 'Man
ScotlandTo Man'.
There are plans for
the band to play a few
Supreme seven

concerts In Britain
during the Summer.

They wW also he going
Into the studio shortly to
record a oew album and
single.

--

COULD YOU please tell
roe the UUes of all the
albums the Supreme»
have made since the
departure of Diana
Ross.

P. W. Smith

U reached Number
in April of last year.

Geordie tour

Sweet Summer

ARE GEORDIE

12

failure

DEAR MAILMAN,
Your singles reviewer
was quite right when he
said that Rock Follies

HAVE HOT Chocolate

and

'Original Soundtrack,

1575.

Real McCoy

Music'

Follies

Chocolate men

'Greatest Hits' which
were on UK records and

ran write to the band e/o
Capitol at 20 Manches.

bet between my son and
I regarding the song,

'Blueberry Hill' by Fats

'Sheet

have recorded two
albums, 'Bankrupt' and
'A Little Bit More'. You

DEAR MAILMAN,
I hope you're all
watching the Donny and
Marie shows on TV. If
not, you're missing some
great talent
Sue,
W. Yorkshire.

album due for release
'arty July called 'Save
The World'.

Room Blues', 'Runs
way' and his current hit
'Boston Tea Party'.
Mee have had flue
albums released. 10ce,

records fry whom they

Talent
spotting

round to see you »non.

Fury', 'Anthem', 'Dell.
lab', 'Gambling (tar
I

vex,

Very nicely, thank you.

You w'In some. you lose

DEAR MAILMAN,
There Is a growing
trend not only to Include A
sides of singles with
album tracks but B Melee
as well. This Is a liberty
and It's about time the

DEAR MAILMAN,

Jenny',

ter Sq. London, W'I.
George Curnmings left
the band at the end of

The Red Une goes

Merseyside.

people who write Into soy
they're sickened.

Ilex Harvey had

cassette.

found my thrill
Blueberry HW'.

Billy,

Birkenhead,

Yorkshire.

_

A

of Images

doesn't believe it should
get a copy of their new
album. 'Shouting And
Pointing'. It's rock at Its'
very best. By the way,
how about a poster?

Hull.

'Big Louie:, 'Jungle

and '11.11.70' (WLt14J.

sang?

CLIFF RICHARD: a question

sound

Nell Bogg,

We're sickened 'by

eight singles. They are:

Unfortunately the album '17.11.70', recorded
al a New York radio
station. has been deleted
but you can get It as a

THERE'S

-1

DEAR MAILMAN,
How dare Earl Stick
say that David Bowle was
almost Impossible to work
with. He even said that
Bowls wanted to take
over the world. David
said a few weeks ago that
he was only kidding.
Bowie does not need
slick! By thé way, how's
Mick Ranson getting on
nowadays?
Smith,
~Smith,
Buckhuret Hill,
E

DEAR MAILMAN,
I -am sickened by the
people who write in and
ask for posters on artists.
If you can't be eatlsded
with the band's music, It's
a pity!

,

,11
ir

-

-

LP '17-11-70'?

a

I

-

copy of the Elton John

.

ou

antra selection of tracks

swoon

John's gone

±R

1

SWEET: to yal tans

getting all my favourite
singles on one album
and. not even the full
price. I wish we could
have more of them,
DEAR MAILMAN,
Including some
Great! Fantastic! lerhaps
golden oldies too (like
Please thank Jan Iles for Marvin Gaye's 'Heard It
her great Interview with Through The Grapevine'
Terry Sylvester of the
my copy's worn out!)
HolUes. How's about Jan
Rosemary I lowe,
doing an interview with
Birmingham,
all the group In the near *Cheap at to ice the
future and bring someone price, eh:' If you ran think
else Into the spotlight?
of 12 track,. you'd like to
A Hollies fan,
see on a compilation
Lancashire
well give a record
She's awl getting over album,
token to the reader oho
(so man) the filet one.
present. the mosl bole

PLEASE COULD you
tell me where I can get a

,

j}r.

er.r iy

great compilation albums. It's a big saving

Holly

nection'

agricultural correspondent has one word to
say to you. 'Rhubarbs'

London S. W . 2.

I like Lena 7.avaronl but don't tell anyone.

DEAR MAILMAN

Our

Impcxssible

'COULD YOU tell me of
any albums or singles
planned for release by
Sweet In the near
future?

Brian Copley
Liverpool

Birkenhead, Mersey.
side

still

together? If so, have
they an album or single
to be released soon?
Four Geordie Fans

East Kent

Geordie are still
together. They have an

'New Ways (But
Love Stays)': 'Touch',
'Floy Joy': The Supremes Produced and

Arranged by Jim

Webb'; 'Greatest
'Supreme,' and their

latest album called
'High Energy'

Z9
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ACTIVE GUY, 27, seeks
sincere attractive girl.
18+, sun lover.
Box

Personal

I

bl V l4, girlfriend West
\lldlands area. Photo

-

ippreclated.

No. 741R.

PENFRIFNDS WANT-

- International
Penfrlend Society,

Box No.

E.D.

NORTHAMPTON

.11V

girl

_uy 30, seeks

Knock long, Limerick. Ireland.
MAKE FABULOUS new
friends, penfriends, datas
we'll be happy to make
you happy. Sae for
details of our new dating

16-25,

Icing anywhere for

- Box

.heady friendship.

\o

1'

746R

-

BF;9T WISHES and good
pick Mick. love Alison.

-

('111115 21, seeks slim
d tract ive female. 18-21,

service.
Regency
Introductions '(Abell
Services), 146 West

- -

'or sincere friendship.
Merseyside area.
Box

\o

748R

Regent Street, Glasgow,

CLIVF., 31. seeks attraceve sincere girl, 20-30 for
friendship and fun. Photo
appreciated. SE London/NW Kent area.

Gill seeks
-actable fun -loving gtrlmend. 16-20 .Cambs or
,earby
Box No. 749K.
.IN('F,RF.

N4%TED.

CERTAIN

dmnndson,

-

Recordings

Colne
enue. West Drayton,
't.ddx
I.IIti-FRIENU WANTED
b,tr nice fella with car,
.\ rite 47 Adelaide Street.
19

I

From your tapes. Send
sae for brochure.
Anglia Pressings, Beret by, Norfolk.

(1%

ELY GUI

-

.there
H

.

any

For Sale

Box No. 751R.

ai.E PEN pals wanted.

in, one who Is in the
,revs aged between 20-

III

-hire

- Box girl
No

guy seeks

:mend. 15-21
,3R
I
,

etc

-

brake, flywheel lights.
Any offer over E50. Cost
L250 new. 5 ft high, 4 ft

GUY, 32.

OOEL1

onsiderate, seeks sinere girl for friendship.
I..,ncs Cheshire area.

wide,

FIt(ENDS, FOR

and British. sae for
:rev details.
Henley
Fnendshlp Bureau, PO
Pox 109. Stoke on Trent,
1111N

-

T2 91'X
I

22

'.irr, 4 Station
larmgate
J %N E SCOTT for genuine

introduction opsincerity
did thoughtfulness.
,stalls free, stamps to:
lane Scott, 3 KM, North
Street, Quadrant, Bright -

-

-

BILBOBAGOINS "Saturday Night" and the "She
Na Na Song".
Phone
061 928 21154.
ALI. YOUR UNWANTED

-

LI's bought or

and

part exchanged for new
records large collection
urgently required- Send
records or lists with sae
F. L. Moore (Records)
167a

Road,

Dunstable

Luton, Bed

Paul McCartney, all my
love, Janet. lleve you.

Fan Clubs

5.30-6.30.
PEN PALS

Stones, E.L. P., Queen,
Who, Pink Floyd, tOce,
Quo, Sabbath, Cockney
Rebel, Bowie. Santana,
Genesis. Rory Gallagher,

LONELY? BORED?
Would you tae w Saar wow

sea.il

d.u4r..«W sx re.
TWO'S COMPANT(RM)
PO Sot D. Dalton/.
Ilan 0A99JL
For FREE

Sparks. Alice Cooper,
Roxy. Badges sent by
return post 15p each plus
sae, Hope to hear from.

A modern, etendly end

Pocono, Service

track.

Equipment for Sale

(1956

own car and at least 1,500

Write for
singles.
application dorm to. DJ
Promotions. 8 St James
Parade. Bath, Av(n.

the

Schw...,nos. IS
by
1973.
surrounded
h.,apMs al seta (tehrered
ro e special o
posul
dman
tube winch no.' madman

-

Or12.12fion

to

Mobile Discos

poster

We

IMYC hlO SOUND. profes01
sional discotheques.

Ayal
lint alms postrloo rid pee\
agouti. Send chatuocrpo.si
we.«. te.
Mai Rio Prwmaiesr

ampton.

ORIGINAL- VERSION.

-

extrovert personalities,

beech

Portswood, SouthMosaic (DLT

F

shop.
n

- Mood
theme).

IWf2),

Box No.

71 Nee Reed

Lada Ml

644 9420 (office 01
1010 (Ansaphonell.

tae:

-

688

KENNY'S DISCO. professional discos for amateur

-01-471

fees.

6310.

sueLLs-o[Cel' form h advertisement rates
PLEASE PUBLISH my adoe,sisemen, under the he...d.ng

Rates and Conditions

irserbonlsl commencing issued dated

-..yn

urcleOtt5Ni
HAnl h tyytesPereIS
Lit

511

enclose a cheque/postal order lo, .., _ _,
I
MIRROR b DISC.
ALL SMALL ADS MUST BE STRICTLY PREPAID

'

r.ete...MAT

roow

.r.n.r4.

.

..,_

..

-

-

-

to covey the

-

with Roger
Squire's attention
getting Jingles. - .Tenet
success

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

-6079140.

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

-

phone Barbara,

807 9149.

807 9149

WE HAVE the biggest
range of dlaln equipment
In the UK, complete disco
16811
systems from 11811

807

01534

-

always available
From Roger Squires

4978.

SPEAKER SOUND Dis-

anytime, any plate
cotheque.

Disco Centres, London, 01

078 16 2087.

SPEAKER SOUND Die

..

,

272 7171, Bristol 0272
550550, Manchester, 061 -

-

-05 33 707728.

8317676,

'MORE NEW

POSTERSIll

!

EACH)

BOWIE

v

1

..

lo..

r.,,IeIs
'

nR'a.al

McCARTNET

*

LA

STAR

;

STONES

OCR - LES - ERIC

WOODY - LIS GRAY
JAGGER
65p each Post Free
"CARDS POSTERS"

JAMES DEAN(Ww)

a

i

1

..^c

3_I.
G

(Add 25p pip

.e fetal

arder)
0911

POSTERS

ieP

L

MAIL
ORDER
PROTECTION
SCHEME -Th,s publication in Co-operation with she Periodical
Puhirshers Assoctetfon has given to the Director
General of Fat Trading an undertakinglo refund mones
sent Io advertisers in response to mad order
adven,semems up to a limn of C4,250 lexcept for
clenched advertisements) placed by mail order traders
who fail fo supply goods or refund the monies owing lo
equdadon or bankruptcy

121

a.7.e4ar.--r.t«

Ar.e,Z

Name.

y

r)ep., v.,gw c.xe.t,.ce
1

The reader can establish prop) of payment.

reader has informed the publisher
immod,ately if goods or a refund have not
been received 29 days after date of placing
the order,

...vn...,

rr n.

-

131The

p«.em

ap 'at

ROD

SLIK

Di The mad order advertise/ is the sublect of
liquidation or bankruptcy.

te/.et ImY,ate.tMIA11.

Á

t
DMaa U,Ig.inghe.4

This arrangement does not apply to any failure to supply
goods advertised in a catalogue or Si a direct matt
sofK7tabon Publ,shers in rrembersh,p of the Penodtcel
Pubeshers Association are 'rasing these refunds
voluntarily and readers' clans can only be entertained

cost made payable le RECORD

1(01kp

.h, pawned

n

ZEPPELIN_

LED

if the lollow,ng condn,ons are fulfilled
.151

722

Disco Equipment

- 9149.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
-8079149.
STEVE DAY. - Tel
cotheque.

01 -

8111

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

BOWIE FERRY
BOLAN - ESSEX

-

power S. Plash

nd

-8079149.

(REAL PHOTOS)

.LOBS AT sea on oil rigs,
liners, trawlers etc.
Complete guide (rep.
Box No 74419.
DJs NEEDED to work In
Denmark's top discos.
Very good wages, room,
and food provided. Tours
last three months. DJs
must be over 19, have

material/ photos

rw
M,.day:

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

KEY RINGS

Situations Vacant

ens went.
shooting
of thta
drama& ..rvl r

large sae Baxter,
Shaftesbury Avenue,

Touch of Velvet.

-

Radio Vero

Arkwrlghl Road,

Marple, Cheshire.

RADIO VERONICA
WALL POSTER

-

-

-

42

AMIGO

late war

SENSATIONAL new Ong lee from the ROGER
SQUIRE STU010, tailor made Jingles featuring
your disco nome, jingles,
specials created to rider
and now brand new JOCK
IDs, Jingle your way to

DS 1 NCRE DIRLE.

807 9149.

ARUM CASSETTE

Sae
photograph free.
Box No. 72119.
NEW 144 INCH CAROAMIGO
IJ NE / MI
badges (silhouettes MI Amigo), Immediate delivery (lop each + SAE).
Living Free Radio, No 2,

A

-

Al

course, Learn lo play the
drums at home.
Send
sae to 51.13 Drum School,.

Near Bognor,

(20p

pham, Near Bágnor,

807 9149.

Tuition

-

now!

-

807

-

I
hour reels. Explosives
From
cut only 12.25.
Tapes, 38
P. L
Outerwyke Road, Frl-

+

RADIO disco Jingles
only I2. 2á, lassette of reel
from P L, Tapes38
Outerwyke Road, Feb

9149.
-SOUNDS
INCREDIBLE.

-SOUK

Jingles

2611

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

COMPLETE 201:1W mobile
disco, Including lights
MIC etc. L395.
Erith
33152(Kent).

Caroline Mutiny, Police
Raid, Northsea Bombing,
Hyjack, Hauraki Shipwreck and more. Superb

Any artist, any

vgc, offers.
7438.

-

quality on LEO cassettes /

(:HART OLDIES
6

-

from PL. Featuring

SAE)

London,

WRITE YOUR way to
success.
Details: BCM
Leeber Music, London.
WCIV GXX
1,1'ItICS WANTED by
music publishing house,
11 St Albans Avenue,
tendon W4.

101

mag out

(toad,

WBOF,A.

log, Northamptonshire
EXPLOSIVES CUTS

MI

-

Beadon

-Pytchley
Peter Lennon,
Road, Keller

Sae stating
wants. Don, 137 Southend
Road, Wick ford, Essex.
75).

Make most of
your material.
Details
(sae).- Glovers, 5 / 7

/

Woodside Crescent. Bat- RECORDS FOUND.
ley, W. Yorks. Tel. Ian
Those you want and can't

17-19.

writers!

photo of Veronica Ship.
MI El. 35. Continental
Amigo records available.

MV

LYRIC

ATTENTION

-

Abraham with colour

Sussex.

DJ

OE

- SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

"We Had Almost Forgot
It" (in Dutch) with Vader

-

find.

30
(sae):
Neyd Hall (toad, BloxwIch, Staffordshire.
LYRICS WANTED.
Anchor Music, Knock long, Limerick, Ireland.

-

-

-

- Details
Robert Noakes,

company.

ONE ONLY. Privately
produced free radio LP.
Sae details 13 Clay
Road, Calster, Norfolk

pham,

-8994010

- Tel

-8079149
re-

quired by recording

news. Send 12p PO.
RH Newsletter, 8 Skardu
Road, London NW2.

-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY,

Plymouth 63559.
DAVE JANSEN.

-SOUNDS
8079149.
INCREDIBLE.

LYRIC WRITERS

Amigo

-

-

STONESOUNDS.

SOUNDS INCREDÍ BILE.

Musical Services

RADIO BRIEF 3 out
now! Featuring RN1
competition; BBC - Radio

1

Records For Sale

(Evenings).
BADGE COLLECTORS
mad on Bad Co. Led
Zeppelin, Yes, Uriah
Beep, Deep Purple,

London N15.

VERONICA SINGLE

CATALOGUE. OF OVER

0924 478748

-

Sae for
From 112.60.
details: N. Osborne, 4b
Vicarage Parade, West
Green Road, Tottenham,

NR30.

-

-

Alt TBUS TE ItS.

Solent: Radio MI

Birming-

TRANSMITTERS. MW',
SW. FM, varloús types
and powers available.

Free Radio

NEW SEEKERS world's
No.
vocal group,
John Crosby, Belfast.
ROCK FOIJJF,S, thanks
for the smashing LP.
better luck next erne with
another single.
Steve
Palmer.

-

FRIENDS, MARRIAGE,
thousands of members,
F ngland
r
abroad.
Details sae' W. F. E. 74a
Amhurst Park, N16.
STEPHEN. 21, seeks

hiands of the upo.tt
over eduln7

"Aurora Borealis" and
"Broken Hearted".

Sae Box No. 754R.

Middleton.

-

SINGLES (7D11-F.(TION
Sae and 15p
for sale.
PO to: 55 Thiritnere
Drive, Stowmarkel, Suffolk for list.
Chocolate, Genesis, GOOD CONDITION ex
Sae
Stones, Dr. Feelgood, J. juke box recoils.
Sae for prompt 47 Chelmsford Street.
TOIL
service: Rock stars, 11 Weymouth, Dorset.

BATING / PE N

-100+

-

Streak also albums
"Leatherside Farm",

-FIE/1, CO

Box No. 416,
ham, B32 2HS.

-

-GARY
Box No. 750R.
GLITTER pics
and any Paul Raven
records wanted, - Box
No. 745R.

GUARANTEE. SEND
SAE FOR 8.1. AGE
PHOTOGRAPHS.
MOST BANDS AVAILABLE. Recent additions
Bowie Wembley, Kiss,
J. Miles. T. Llary, L.
Feat. Essex, Bolan, H.

iv'. Sussex, BN1 3GJ

- 399 1619.

WANTED. HOTLEOS,
Mindbenders, anything.

BANG BANG Bullet

/tapes, etc.

AL-

THOUSANDS of golden
oldies available. '56 '76,
A must for collectors, a
Godsend for DJ's.
Sae
Dlskery, 88 / 87 Western
Road, Hove, Brighton.
Callers welcome.
EX
TOP
mutts,
records (1955 - 76). From
10p. Thousands of titles,
hundreds of stare.
Sac
for free lists. 82 Vandyke
Street. Liverpool LSORT.

4,5110

I

girlfriend,

CH

ROLLERS FANSI Send
yourself photos, letters,
etc lop toward scrapbooks. portages, tartans.
Jane. 22 Stratford
Avenue, Maybank, Newc.asUe, Staffs.

ILLUSTRATED PROOF

I

sincere

Avenue,

Southwalk,

Sussek.

- -

Bridge,

posite sex, with

Stratford

Maybank, Newcastle.

genIne new friends now, all
tees Free details.
Sue

' : tends.

ft long.

Staffs.
ROCKSTARS COLOUR
CONCERT PHOTO'S
WITII MONEY RACK

t MAKE

ONE!. 1

7

Telephone Brighton 29132
anytime.
ROLLERS PI(2), posters.
T-shirts etc, giving away
for nothing.
See. Jane.

-

tux No 714R.

t'E:N

box

fitted hand-

.

24

Special Notice

CUSTOM built

type trailer. 15 cwt
Suitable for group equipment, disco equipment

- Box No. 752R

slit' LONELY Lance-

1'ASTBLASTF.RS.

WAYS 1,000's or rock,
soul, pop, Tamla.
Sae

Récords Wanted

fordsh ire.

32. seeks

girl, living

-

- Ltd.

eicester

(nit

you soon. Love and
Peace.
Julie Williams,
7 Candy St, London E3
2LH.

45s

PRESSINGS/DEMO's

-

.1

-

Box No. 738R,

_..mane Copies of the
,,Itles Monthly books.
dud condlUon please.
t

-

141

Address..,

,

Send COnyleted norm lo: Small Ads Dept M.
of 1, No
01 6076111

:ee,...n.. .i..e,...

nerd

,. crow...

L

Record Mirror 8 Disc

LtdPublished by Spotlight Publication;

MIRROR a DISC
REORD
C

for the best resuhs
~wield Rand, Logsdon.

SpoUlght House,

1

Penwell Road

.d
Loon

NI 7Ax

J
N7

7Ar and prinud by

SOO th

The reader has lodged a claim within 3 months
of date of appearance Of the advertisement.

Claims by readers should be made by the end of the 3
month period- Any claim or notification recenedt after
these stated periods wdl be considered at the discretion
of Ike publishers

Eastern Neespapers Ltd. , tarkfleld, Maidstnne, Kent, MEEK RSO

'
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-Ray of sunshine
WELL. SOME people will
do Just about anything,
won't they? Take that
Elisabeth Ray. You
know. the Washington sex- scandal k lss and
run girl or whatever
she's called.
.anyway my dearest
friend Sophist O'Rate told
me Miss Ray will bex
coming hack to Britain on

are they trying to tell us?), do, Well it probably
The point Is that Rod Comes as an equal
was recently down In the surprise to you as U doe.
hellish heat of London's to me. Her divorce I
mean.
famous Marquee Club,
It seems our Diana (32
What was he doing there
you ask? Well apart from by the way regardless of
going for a bit of bounty what people say) is
by being ever on the seeking a way of getting
lookout for my friend unhitched from husband
Lucky Lucan, It was ',Bob Silberstein. They've
rumou redrhe was search- been married five years
ing out a guitarist for his and she' got three
daughters.
new band.
Just goes Ell show you
And the group playing.
None other than Coils - Ian't believe a thing some
people
tell you. Ilappy
go,
scum. So there you
families, Indeed?
eh!
the
seems
And finally it
Beeb are playing Rod's
single 'Tonight's The
Night' after refusing to in
It's a
the beginning

?

t

Ate¡

August 29 with that
hillbilly hand, Black Oak
Arkansas.

Star of

The truth Is she's going
to be appearing with them
at the Reading Music

Festival Just what she'll
be playing I'm not quite

taking their Summer

E
you're making

me
blush). Marc, such a dear
old friend is the same

generous

always been.
First thing
rite

was:

man he's

"I

said to
saw this

he

really ugly

woman

outside. Her face was all

twisted and contorted,"
he continued putting his
fingers In his mouth and
'tugging the sides. "Like

that.'
"Screech" I replied.
"So I gave her
pound,"

he said.

a

Aerodynamic
Rúbettes
EQUALLY GENEROUS,

and I mean In pounds. Is

phrase) with Oher's

Roy, who Is a very good.
blend (my mother used to
say: 'Darling when
they're that big make
friends with them, being

On

recent

a

+

.A

t

GDUI

OF

~IN' A

trip to

actually

pushed

ra

aeroplane single handed.
Incroixable but true as
the French around me
weresaying. agree.
1

And equally in-

croixable is the other
picture we present of

--

DE

SURELY
BE
PE

Lit Myer

NEARING 1HE

WHEW..

is such

50 MANY RAGE/ROM PAT
WO TEAMS AGREED M

I

c

N-T SEE ROW

BUILDING A CART

if

SLGORRAN. '715
OUITE A WAYS

FAM005 EASTER HYMN
'FAIRIES AGREE NIL.

YET STILL,
DERE'S NO

AWAY"

5 GOING 70

HELe
WC HAVEN'T

GOTA YTHING
TO

PUL

Ir

OH. UC DON'T NEEP
ANYTNIN' reC BUILT
De BACK WHEELS
LARGER DAN DE
FONT 50 DAT IT
WILL ALWAYS BE
6015' DOL/NNICL.

TO

Ra

LIS'

-

JU51 ASKED VOU
Nor TO KEEP Ú51N
ALL OUR LONG WORDS
CAN'T UNDERSTAND

-á/197r/

OF TNL

ENVIRONS OF TILE

GO

fEIEB-II)A70:13a

O
>>

WL4.LA4

1

c

NAPIENED
WI TN US

FOOT.

5ÍÑTIR
D TtV

MOST

M
INC UNOUO
STRANGE ,WEIRD BEINGS WNO
CAN TaansroRM D(MSCLyES
INTO aATS

IAN' THAT 5

-.NOT OCT MERING TO AN541t5
YOUR PNONC SECC.U9E you 5001.)
IT MUST Be A WRONG mum SCR

b
H.A10,eVLA NaH LMIAPOK

aE. VOU NAVCS T
StEeR A B0V 4loN0(R
RWND HERE. NAVE yW?
EACUSE

t,^,'

'I

NONSEN56
DON'T
sCLItw ANYONE
NA5 5141 ASILITs
To CHANGE INTO
A

rig INVISIBLE MAN
P

]INL a.aINL

SUPERSTITIOUS

V

I

'BRING ONE

©.

....as LMIaE GALL

LJE VE AL ACHED DE PART OF DE

V

')

(cF
GOOD 701510
LIE
TO

WF'LL MAYS To TRAVEL
De REST OF DE WAY

ll

YM U4

dY) M

kone[il ess is...

BEpAOI ee PAIR THROUGH 015
FOREST IS ~NARROW FORDS CART.

ON

'e

-PM.

-6

F.

411

ALES HARVEY.

LEAVE TOUR LOVER
.R/[MAID SUM TON
3 Mac' ROLLLJI-N/LRM OGPEN
IT TARES TWO- AAOUEL
WELCH
5 THE LAS' FAREWELL tusaafrHTAVLO«
6 icy RESISTANCE IS LOW
LOVELAC(
7 NO CHARGE
000 VOL75
KM6 FU RIGHTING - BRUISED LEE
9 MC SWEET LORD -GENERAL AMIF(
'7 FACE ODDITY- PAID BOWIE
I
RV
TSLOW Ry(R/E

00*4t

or

I

3' 777 &LC 4'/ a: l

rL TO omDAD
LIAY5 TO

tr

WALK.

I

NOT /SIN' ALL
DIM LON6 410105
CAST

tDsstafsst
131

TNCSE IRISHMEN MAN,
MOT.SE AS STUCCO AS WE PE
SEEN LCD TO OEL/EYE.

NEED FOR U5

I'LL MARE US
A CART

WOULD YOU MIND

- l drank It!

sweet sorrow'

L.Eir'

KAvt loco CLAISCJD

you dldn t run out

COLUMN

CANCEL Mt SCORE AN' START A6A/N
LW.: THIS DAT IN5e1RED DE
AN'

FAR

,

J.EDWRDptIVER'S

'Carting

OESE LOP TO

r,NALLY

..

.77-whea time to run out of petrol

tai4

ANOTHER TNIEE 150005

1/2

CEP

.

qh,

When was the last time
heard of Michelle
Tealdle no

Phillips?

an

WYE IWO ,MPUtL0
GOAL

I

that's me."
you

"--13:1147'; vsr

'

France Mr Farrant

--

784/E MATCH IN
FAR-OFF COUNTRY WAIN'
DE FIRST HALF. OCRE

Michelle is reported to
have said "There's only
one starlit this family and

about her'family and how
much it meant to her and
her baby and, oh all that
homely girl stuff?
Yes dear, of course you

4l777 Ilk

enemies is too easy 'I is
the strongest man In the
pop business.

MlANUHILE.PL. LNrUNG ~O. Orly RVwFjt (Gu1DCD
Bv FAME FO'LYe)15 JD/W(v,NG MhVKvN 7RAA'SHNWIA
TD am. Tot cone TWAT on HAS /NNCR/rE0 FROM
H U LOINS -LOST UNCLE. (OUNr pcACULACOO

show.

couldn't stop talking

delectable Rubettes.

..a.edwár,c11 olíver
tans AGO.
FAIRIES WWEI

have refused her eight
year old daughter the
chance of being auditioned on an American TV

ALSO CAUGHT out these
day» is that 'star' Miss
Diana Ross. Remember
her recent visit In Britain
when the young lady

AND THIS Is definitely
the last of Mr Roderick
Stewart which less
accurate music papers
are referring to as
Rodney these days (what.

secretary Paulette Eghasa rta n
Fortunately for Rich.
ard the similarity ends
there. Reports suggest

BLACK OAK'S Jim Dandy with some more of his
lady friends
that roly - poly 'heavy' 01 Rubelte Alan Williams
asking Mr Farrant for the
a manager Roy Farrant,
who looks after the monthly paycheck.

O

lookout

Dick le Betts hate gone and
done it (unfortunate

of which It
seems Michelle Phillips of
Mamas and Paps fame

TALKING

It?

Rod on .the

band's lead guitarist

_

you're caught mt. Isn't

married for more
than a month without
either walking out

TIIEN have you
heard the latest? Well,
you know Gregg Allman
married Ober. Now the

the show

strange world when

the couple have now

been

NOW

recess at the time.

NOW THEN. I had the
most- wonderful experience with Mare Bolan
this week (no not like that

that

E

sure but I do hear the
British Government are

loe
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2
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NEXT WEEK: Death! Blood! Shock!

,,.TLNí'Ñ %°L`Ii'ArSlgIRD.

I
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Terror! Horror! Aardvarks!
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